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LOCAL NEWS

The game of love

Runts remembered

Music makers

Coaches' wives live with wins,
losses of their husbands'Jobs

UK honors legendary team
before whipping Tennesc,-_

'Strike Up the Bands' concert
tonight at Lovett Auditorium
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TVA board OKs 'significant' ie improvement plan
By DAN GEORGE
Associated Press Writer

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
JERUSALEM — An aide to
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir
today assured Israelis in the
Golan Heights that reports of
government readiness to demilitarize the area in peace talks
with Syria were baseless.

STATE

IVA
Kentucky Senate
passes unique
method to raise
Medicaid monies

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — The
Tennessee Valley Authority, after a
two-year study that included 23
public meetings, on Wednesday
approved a historic plan to improve
the quality of TVA lakes and
rivers.
TVA Chairman Marvin Runyon
and Director John Waters called
the plan the "most significant and

positive change in the operation of
TVA lakes in over 50 years."
The program will enhance recreation on 10 tributary lakes by keeping water levels higher during the
summer and will improve water
quality by adding oxygen producing equipment at 16 dams.
"I count it as one of the most
important things that I've been able
to participate in while I've been on
the board," said Waters. "And I
think it will have a dramatic effect

on economic development in a
number of places in the valley."
A crowd of about 150 people
burst into applause as Runyon and
Waters approved the plan during a
public meeting at Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant outside Chattanooga
Under the plan, 10 tributary
lakes --- Norris, Cherokee, Douglas, South Holston, Watauga, Fontana, Blue Ridge, Hiwassee, Noltely and Chatuge --- will be filled
faster in the spring, and summer

SPORTS
LAGUNA NIGUEL, Calif.
— Former Los Angeles Rams
offensive lineman Doug France
pleaded innocent to one felony
count of gross vehicular manslaughter while intoxicated. The
charge stems from a two-car
accident last May 5 when Maria
Conception Contreras, 53, a
neighbor at a townhouse where
France lives, was killed.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Retail
sales fell 0.9 percent in January
after an even worse December
performance, the government
said in a report analysts took as
an ominous sign the recession
could be longer and deeper than
expected.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Windy and much colder
tonight with snow flurries. Lows
in the mid-teens. Northwest
wind 15 to 25 mph and gusty.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.0, -0.1 below 317.4, +0.6
Barkley Lake
355.0, 0.0 below 322.7, -0.3

INDEX

(Cont'd on page 2)

Margaret Crabbe, left, and Mary Ann Scurlock prepare Valentine flower arrangements at a local florist
Tuesday. Orders for flowers on the "heartfelt holiday" began several weeks ago, according to one florist.
As many as 5,000 flowers are prepared on days preceding Valentine's Day, she said.

U.S.: bombed shelter was military center
By ALEXANDER G. HIGGINS

FORECAST

Associated Press Wrtter

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia —
Allied warplanes, in a pinpoint
bombing that sent shock waves far
beyond Iraq, destroyed an underground shelter in Baghdad on Wednesday, and officials there said 500
civilians were killed. The United
States called it a military command
center, not a bomb shelter.
By nightfall, 14 hours after the

pre-dawn attack, crews were still
pulling charred bodies, some of
them children, from the demolished
structure, an Associated Press cor
respondent reported from Baghdad.
Distraught relatives crowded the
smoke-filled streets.
Iraq's health minister, AbdelSalam Mohammed Saced,
described the precision bombing as
"a well-planned crime."
But the U.S. command in Saudi
Arabia, and later the White House,

said the subterranean concrete
facility had been positively identified — and accurately targeted —
as an Iraqi military command-andcontrol center.
"We don't know why civilians
were at that location," said Marlin
Fitzwater, President Bush's spokesman. American officials blamed
Iraq's leadership for the tragedy,
saying it had put civilians "in
harm's way."
The AP correspondent, Dilip

Ganguly, inspected the ruins with
other journalists and said he saw no
obvious sign of a military presence.
Coupled with continuing civilian
deaths elsewhere, the Baghdad
bombing was sure to inflame an
international debate over the war's
costs and tactics.
Another new report of civilian
casualties came from Jordanian
refugees who reached their home(Cont'd on page 2)

In other words...

Do you think there is a problem ofdrug dealing at the university?

Two Sections — 20 Pages
11
Arts & Entertainment
15-19
Classifieds
Comics
18
Crosswords
18
Dear Abby
18
Murray Today
6-8
Obituaries
20
4
Perspective
Sports
12, 13
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 'noon Saturday.

(Cont'd on page 2)

"Celebrate Women 1991" is
planned Tuesday, March 5, at Curris Center Theatre. Murray State
University.
Charlene Kurth, wife of Dr.
Ronald J. Kurth, president of Murray State University, will he featured in the opening session at 9
a.m. "Life as a Woman in the
Soviet Union" will be the theme other talk
Dr. Kurth wili give greeiing,.
from MSU at the opening session.
Dr. Carolyn Bratt, professor of
law at University of Kentucky. will
be the keynote speaker at the 11.3(1
a.m. luncheon in Curtis Center
Ballroom. The theme of her talk
will be "Let Facts be Submitted to
a Candid World."
Panel discussions will he as
follows:

Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. -- Kentucky
is trying to take advantage of a loophole in federal law to raise more
money for Medicaid before it is
closed.
The Senate unanimously passed
a bill Wednesday to install a
unique way of raising money for
Medicaid by, in effect, taxing the
providers of that coverage like hospitals, doctors and nursing homes.
The money paid by providers
will be used to buy Medicaid
matching funds from the federal
government. The federal program
puts up approximately $73 for each
$27 from the state.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, DHindman, the sponsor of the bill,
said it will mean hospitalization
coverage for about 341,000 Kentuckians who are not now eligible
for Medicaid. The expansion will
come through Kentucky providing
Medicaid hospitalization to people
with incomes of up to 100 percent

drawdowns, which now begin June
1, will be pushed back to Aug. 1.
"These changes will lengthen
the recreation season, enhance
scenic vistas and improve fisheries," said Bill Willis, presi.dent of
TVA's resource group..:*The-navigation levels on the lower Ohio and
Mississippi rivers will also be
improved and v.e will see. over
time, a significant economic

Charlene Kurth
to head women's
program planned
for Murray State

From the heart

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
LONDON, Ky. — Three people apparently trying to elude a
law enforcement officer were
killed when their car ran off a
highway and slammed into a
tree, authorities said Wednesday. The crash occurred about
5Y2 miles east of London on
Kentucky 30 at 9:13 p.m. EST
Tuesday, said state police
spokesman Gilbert Acciardo.

50-CENTS
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Don Sprinkle
"I grew up in Detroit, and
there's a definite problem there. I
wouldn't know about a town this
size. I've heard people talk,
though, and I think there is one."

Kendra Johnson
"I definitely feel that there is a
problem. I'm a transfer student but
I've heard several stories on both
sides of the issue and it's a problem that needs to be addressed."

Chad Quigley
"I don't feel (that drug dealing
on campus) is much of a problem.
If it is a problem, it's not a noticeable one. I've heard stories (but) I
haven't seen any."

Tammy Nuthals
"I don't think there's a problem.
I haven't heard much about it. I do
have friends that do drugs but if
you don't want to get into them.
you don't have to."

Cal Thomas
To lecture at MSU

1,

National columnist
Cal Thomas slated
to speak at MSU
on 'death of ethics'
Cal Thomas, nationally syndicated columnist and author,
will speak Feb. 25 at 7 p.m. in
the Curris Center at Murray
State University on "The Death
of Ethics in America."
His twice-weekly newspaper
column appears in 135 newspapers nationwide including the
Murray Ledger & Times, The
Boston Globe, New York Daily
News, Washington Times, Philadelphia Daily News, Mid=
Herald, Denver Post and The
Los Angeles Times.
Called a "moral environmentalist" by columnist George
Will, Thomas has spent 30
years in broadcast and print
journalism. His career has
included work for NBC News
and Public Television.
He has guest hosted Cable
News NetwOrk's "Crossfire"
program and has appeared as a
guest on "Donahue." ABC's
Cont'd on

page

2)
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Bombed shelter...
*

(Cont'd from page 1)
land Wednesday from Kuwait.
They said allied warplanes last
Saturday attacked their bus as it
left Kuwait, killing 30 of their
countrymen.
At U.N. headquarters in New
York, where Third World diplomats sought an -open Security
Council discussion on the conflict,
an African delegate, Bagbeni
Nzengeya of Zaire, said the civilian
deaths "will make everyone think
again about the scope of the war."
The Soviet Union, meanwhile,
announced another step in its
search for a negotiated settlement
to the Persian Gulf War.
Iraq's foreign minister, Tang
Aziz, will fly to Moscow this
weekend to meet with Soviet Presi-
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dent Mikhail S. Gorbachev, a
Soviet spokesman said. A. Soviet
envoy's talks Tuesday with Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein in Baghdad "give cause for hope," the
spokesman said, without
elaboration.
The deadly Baghdad air strike
was among 2,800 sorties mounted
by Operation Desert Storm on
Wednesday in favorably clear
skies.
About one-third of the missions
were directed at urgets in southern
Iraq and Iraqi-occupied Kuwait,
aimed at "softening up" the dug-in
positions of Iraqi troops before the
expected ground offensive by the
U.S.-led alliance.
The refugees who reached Jordan attested to the fury of the nonstop bombardment in KOVIIL
"There is constant bombing. not

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N.

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-23M

on the city but all around, and there
are fires burning everywhere." said
one woman, Arnal Saleh al-Korani,
24. "Our house was shaking from
the bombs and the windows
broke."
Saudi officers reported that one
of their attack planes, an F-5, was
lost on a bombing mission against
ground forces in Iraq, and the pilot
was listed as missing.
Before word flashed from Baghdad of Wednesday's devastating
attack. U.S. officers told reporters
in Riyadh. the Saudi capital, that
the Iraqi military had managed to
maintain communications links,
despite more than three weeks of
nonstop bombing_ It was clear U.S.
strategists were anxious to knock
out more of these command-and control networks.
The night's raids on Baghdad,
described by residents as among
the worst of the air war, began
about 8 p.m Tuesday and lasted 12
hours, Ganguly reported. Telecommunications centers in two Baghdad districts were among the sites
bombed.
At about 4 a.m., it was the turn
of the 40-foot-deep underground
structure in al-Americh, a middleclass neighborhood.

Charlene Kurth...

Medicaid...
(Cont'd from page 1)
of the federal poverty level.
"There's no other state in the
nation that does that for its people," Bailey said. "If for nothing
else, that's a good enough reason
to vote for the bill."
Thirty-six senators did.
Medicaid hospitalization is now
available to people with incomes
about half the federal poverty level.
The current federal poverty level is
$13,360 for a family of four.
Medical care providers will also
benefit from the bill, Bailey said.
For each dollar they are assessed,
they will get at least S2 back from
Medicaid for treatment
The bill is also expected to pass
the House, but with more questions
raised.
The bill was made possible by a
change in federal Medicaid rules
that allows the assessment Lawmakers predict it is a loophole that
the federal government will soon
close.
"This thing's going to be OK
for a while," said Rep. Tom
Burch, D-Loutsville, chairman of
the House Health and Welfare
Committee. "Because the federal
government is going to catch onto
this and cut it out This is too good
to be true."

PRESIDENTS'
BIRTHDAY
* SALE *
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15 -

NDAY,

FOR WOMEN
$5 OFF

FOR MEN
25% OFF

All Dockers for Her
25% OFF

Men's Warm-Up Suits
40% OFF

BRUAR

18

FOR HOME
SALE
Home Collection Stripe
& Floral Towels

Selected Cabin Creek Separates USA Olympic' Fleece Separates SALE
Floral Spray Bespreads
3(7/0.5(7/0 OFF
25% OFF
& Sheet Sets
All Women's Outerwear
All Men's Sweaters
SALE
25040FF
30% OFF
Plain Hem Solid Sheets
All Satin Sleepwear
All Men's Jackets
25% OFF
25% OFF
SALE
Acrylic Thermal Blankets
Delicates' Bodywear
Towncraft' Suited Separates
SALE
30%50% OFF
25% OFF
DACII' & Astroplus" Pillows
14 kt. Gold Jewelry
Stafford' Dress Shirts & Ties
OFF
3004 OFF
25% OFF
Poly. Cotton Mattress Pads
All Men's Casual Shoes
Stone Jewelry
3004 OFF
25% OFF
$7.$10 OFF
Supreme Draperies
Better Watches
All Basketball &
25% OFF
Crosstraining
Shoes
25% OFF
Jaguar Capri Luggage
Women's Casual Shoes
SALE
from Palmetto'. Europre;:r.
All Denim for Men
FOR CHILDREN
Hunt Club' & Whispersteps'
Choose from Levi'. Arizona', 25% OFF
Par 4' and more!
OFF
$6-$10
All Children's Denims
25% OFF
Women's Aerobic Shoes
& Selected Tops
All Fox' Activewear

Aast 4 Days! BABY SALE
Save 25%40% OFF the Entire Infant/Toddler Department

(Cont'd from page 1)
From .10
,
to I I IS a.m. "Health Issues for Women" with
Roberta Garfield as moderator,
Debbie Moore, J. Cathryn Christopher and Karen Alexander at Barkley Room; "Battered Women
Speaking Out" with Concctta Culliver as presenter and Ruth Jackson
as presider at Mississippi Room;
"Women and the Environment:
Eco-Feminism" with Ruth Jacquot
as presenter and Sally Mills as
presider at Ohio Room; "Just Do It:
Starting Your Own Business" with
Constance Alexander Davis as presenter and Debbie McCabe as presider at Cumberland Room.
From 1:15 to 2:30 p.m. —
"Women in Politics" with Gerry
Montgomery as presenter and Marie Jones as Presider at Barkley
Room; "Using Economic News to
Your Advantage" with Betty Boston as presenter and Debbie
Wagoner as presider at Mississippi
Room; "Legal Issues for Women"
with Leslie Furchcs as presenter
and Melba Casey as presider at
Ohio Room: "Challenges for
Women of Color in the World of
Work" with Beverly Westbrook as
presenter and Lydia Jones as presider at Cumberland Room.
From 2:45 to 4 p.m. — "Women
at War in the Middle East" with
Linda Clark, moderator, Beverly
Bowlin, Farouk Umar and Nick
Mills at Barkley Room; "Women,
Anger and Power" with Julie
Lovins as presenter and Linda Horner as presider at Mississippi
Room; "Women in the Arts" with
Alice Templeton, Sandy Sasso,
Claudia Keelan and Peggy Schrock
and Janet Kenney as presided at
Ohio Room; "Women and AIDS:
Are We at Risk?" with Debbie
Moore as presenter and Jean Hamra
as presider at Cumberland Room.
Registration will be from 8 to 9
a.m. An art show of women artists
will be from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. A
reception will be at 4 p.m. to close
the day's events.
Reservations for the luncheon
and registration fees are S15 per
person. The deadline for preregistering for the luncheon is Thursday, Feb. 28. Checks should be
made payable to Murray State University and mailed to Celebrate
Women, Box 2458 University Station. Murray State University, Murras, Ky. 42071.
For more information about the
day's activities of this fourth annual:conference of Celebrate Women,
call Roberta Garfield, 762-3809,
Virginia M. Slimmer, 762-6954, or
Constanec Alexander, 753-9279.

Give.
American Heart
Association

TVA board...
(Cont'd lront page 1)
improvement in those areas."
That will cost TVA about $2
million a year in lost hydroelectric
revenue, which will be made up
from the agency's appropriated
budget for non-power items.
TVA will spend $44 million to
add aeration equipment al 16 dams
-- Blue Ridge, Nottely, Apalachia,
Chatugc, Fontana, Hiwassee, urns
Ford, Cherokee, Douglas, Fort
Loudon, Norris, Watts Bar, Boone,
Fort Patrick Henry, South Holston
and Watauga
and $4 million to
operate and maintain that
equipment
The federal utility will also
increase the flow through 12 tributary dams — Norris, Cherokee,
Douglas Fort Patrick Henry, Boone
South Holston, Wilbur, Ocoee No.
1, Blue Ridge, Apalachia, Nottely
and Chatugc.
"Both of these changes should
improve water habitat and promote
the growth and diversity of aquatic
life below the darn," said Willis.
The water quality improvements
will be paid through power
revenues, since some of the problems were caused by hydroelectric
dams, said Willis.
TVA will also encourage state
governments to clean up upstream
pollution sources that arc contributing to water quality problems.
In other action Wednesday, the
board approved:
-- The $6.76 million purchase of
four transformers for a new Jackson, Tenn., substation.
— The $3.33 million purchase of
high pressure fecdwater heaters for
Cumberland Power Plant Unit I.
— A $9.95 million contract
extension with Control Data Corp.
to upgrade nuclear engineering
computer software and hardware.
— The $7.77 million purchase of
a turbine rotor for Paradise Power
Plant.
— A 52.84 million addition to a
contract for services to support the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
risk assessment requirements at
TVA nuclear plants.

Thomas...
(Cont'd from page .1)
"Nightline," "Good Morning,
America," "The CBS Morning
News" and NBC's "Today Show."
He is the author eight books
including the best seller, "Book
Burning" and his latest, "Uncommon Sense."
Thomas is a graduate of American University in Washington, D.C.
and has lectured or debated on
more than 70 college campuses.
His lecture in Murray is being
sponsored by the Life House Crisis
Pregnancy Center. Admission is
free. A "love offering" will be
taken with proceeds benefiting the
Life House.
For more information, phone
753-0700 weekdays between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m. or 753-1622 or
753-6487.

DIVE INTO OUR NEW
SEAFOOD DINNERS
Friday and Saturday
Starting at 5 p.m.

SEAFOOD
BAR
*Shrimp Scampi
*Fried Crab
*Boiled Shrimp
*Bite Size Shrimp
*Baked Fish

*Catfish
*Clams
*Potatoes
*Corn On The Cob
*Vegetable Stir-Fry
*Hushpuppies
w/Soup, Salad
and Fruit Bar

Plus

20% OFF All Regular Priced Children's Shoes
alVnMal /1711ssa7camiss

Solon Hours:
Mon.-Frt. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080

EPenney
Fashion comes to life"
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
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Paschall Truck Lines contributes
$50,000 to special events center
A significant gift and pledge has
been made by Paschall Truck
Lines, Inc. of Murray to the $2
million fund-raising campaign in
support of a new Regional Special
Events Center at Murray State
University.
In announcing the firm's
$50,000 pledge, Tony Waller, president of Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.,
said, "It is a pleasure for Paschall
Truck Lines to support our fine
university and this much needed
regional special events center."
The firm has presented Murray
State with the initial S10,000 pay-

ment of the pledge.
The regional special events center was funded by the Kcntucky
General Assembly in its 1990 session through a $10 million economic development bond issue.
Projected costs for construction of
the facility range between $13 and
$19 million, depending on the
scope of the projecT
"I am absolutely delighted that
another Murray/ Calloway County
business has stepped forward to
demonstrate its support of Murray
State and this new facility," MSU
President Ronald J. Kurth said.

"We are very grateful to Paschall
Truck Lines for its continuing support of this university."
The State Finance Cabinet has
assigned an architect to the project
who is conducting an architectural
study which should be completed
in 60 to 120 days.
For additional information about
the regional special events center
or the $2 million fund-raising
effort contact the Office of Development, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071 or call (502)
762-3001.

Radioactive waste pit near Cincinnati
may be leaking, according to officials
CINCINNATI (AP) - Soil
movement may indicate the plastic
liner of a four-acre pit of radioactive waste is leaking at the Fernald
uranium plant, where more than a
ton of radioactive waste has leaked
from storage silos.
Officials of the federal Environmental Protection Agency and the
U.S. Department of Energy, which
owns Fernald, planned to meet
today and Friday in Chicago to discuss the $5 billion cleanup plan for
the idle plant 18 miles northwest of
Cincinnati.
Thc Energy Department will owe
$252,500 in fines to the EPA by
Friday for failingo to meet cleanup
deadlines it agreed to in 1986.
Catherine McCord, the EPA's
supervisor for the government
facility, said Wednesday.
The head of the Energy Department cleanup program planned to
argue at the Chicago meetings that
the fines are unjustified, Energy
Department spokesman Fred Lash
said.
The indication of a leak in the
liner of the waste pit came from a
fence that has been pushed askew
by an unstable soil berm surround
the pit, which has been in use since
1968.
The plant has begun repairing
the pit's liner above the level of
radioactive sludge, said Jack Craig,

the Ertergy Department's cnviron
mental restoration manager.
Engineers will suggest in a few
weeks how to determine whether
the liner is ripped below the surface and how to fix the shifting
earth, Craig said.
The report of the possible leak
came three days after Westinghouse Materials Co. Ohio, the contractor running the Feed Materials
Production Center plant for the
Energy Department, disclosed it
had found a ton of radioactive
wastes last week that had leaked
out of a corroded storage tank.
The discovery prompted a
spokeswoman for residents who
live nearby to question the plant's
monitoring procedures Wednesday.
"Why wasn't it found sooner?
Why weren't they monitoring it?"
said Lisa Crawford, president or
Fernald Residents for Environmental Safety and Health. "The big
question is, how long has it been
sitting there?"
Westinghouse spokesman Bob
Walker said Monday that employees discovered the leak last
Thursday.
Workers cleaned up 2,676
pounds of the waste from uranium
processing, which contains trace
amounts or radioactive thorium and
uranium.

Walker said it was not known
how long the material had been
there.
The silos were used in the 1950s
to store uranium-containing ore.
The 1,050-acre plant 18 miles
northwest of Cincinnati produced
uranium for use in nuclear weapons. Production was halted in
1989 to concentrate on cleaning up
toxic and radioactive wastes at the
site.

Murray State University President Ronald J. Kurth (second from left) accepts the initial $10,000 payment
of Paschall Truck Lines' $50,000 pledge in support of a new regional special events center at MSU. Making the presentation on behalf of Paschall Truck Lines president Tony Waller are (from left) Tom Adams,
vice president of customer service and former MSU Racer basketball player; Tony Waller, Jr., a junior
business administration major at Murray State and David Graham, %ice oresident of marketing
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AMERICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE
00/0
NO PAYMENTS
UNTIL MAY!
NO DOWN PAYMENT!

The silos were thought to have
been emptied in 1976, Walker said.
"They were essentially empty.
What has leaked out was material
that was not removed," he said.
"It's obvious that weather deterioration is allowing water to get into
the silos and carry this material
out.... We're going to do what we
can to prevent it from recurring by
making the necessary repairs."
In an unrelated development
Wednesday. the Energy Department said the clothing of 10 Fernald workers had been contaminated by radon. Preliminary results
showed no skin contamination.
Radon sporadically leaks from
storage silos on the site. The Energy Department said a temperature
inversion prompted the leaked
radon to build up at ground level
late Tuesday and early Wednesday,
contaminating the workers.

HURRY!OFFER ENDS FEB. 19th
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286-Based PC-Compatible
Home/Office Computer
With 20MB Hard Drive

'Strike Up The Bands'
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768K Laptop
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TANDY
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LaptoP
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95
„wow`

49

"Take-Anywhere
Handheld Portable
Cellular Telephone

Each
Reg. 79.95

Black #40-2054 White e40.20•

'399
Reg Separate
Items 584 90

8mm Camcorder With Hi-Fi Mono Sound
annual "Strike
The Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble will be participating in the fourth
the Murray
Both
p.m.
7:30
at
Auditorium
Lovett
at
night
Thursday
Up The Bands" concert to be held
The concert
free.
is
Admission
participate.
will
also
bands
School
High
County
Calloway
and
High School
Association, Music
is one of the "Especially for Youth" concerts presented by the Murray Civic Music
and Murray State
Cooperative
Educational
Kentucky
West
Club,
Department of the Murray Woman's
Fred Ashby and Gary
band;
MHS
the
for
conductors
are
Stribling
E.
Beth
and
Stroube
John
University.
Mullins conduct the CCHS band; and Dennis Johnson conducts the MSU ensemble.

DUI arrest report
for county listed
The number of DUI arrests for
the year in Calloway County has
climbed to 26, according to a published report.
DUI arrests for the week of Feb.
4-10 totaled 13 for the county
including three by the Kentucky
State Police and 10 by city and
county authorities, the report said.
A total of 22 DUI arrests have
been made by city/county officers
since the year began while four
have been arrested by the KSP, the
report said.
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Wiray Ledger & Times

Letters to the Editor

Reader enthused
over Thomas visit
Dear Publisher.
Since the days when we were 10
years old playing in the Mayfield
Creek during my visits to a mutual
friend, we have seen many changes
in our culture. lifestyles, and
nation. You have been in a position
to report these changes, and I have
been in a position to watch the
destructive effect on the families.
Quite often the children have paid
the price. Volumes have been written on both subjects, and I too cannot cast the first critical stone
My thoughts today go back to
the ever classic utterance of
extreme wisdom when many of
Amencas Graduating High School
students stop to say. "I wish..."
As my hair greys I weekly see
my "new parents of yesteryear" in
trouble with their youth. and vice
versa They both arc in my office
saying, "I wish". Often times, the
family wants this Doc to make it
• agair.. as I use to their tonsilli-

us. Make it well as we know it
should be, when we place as a
lifestyle — priority, a trusting ethic
that is for real and from the heart.
Unconditional trust and love within
families, is almost a novelty. This
has become a major "illness" in my
practice.
Yes, as a Grandfather I am more
conservative and as a Grandfather
I'll bet you probably arc too. I
appreciate the decision and commitment of the Ledger & Times to
give Ca! Thomas space in your
newspaper I hope it will stimulate
folks to re-evaluate what is the
truth. I know you will be enthused
over having Mr. Thomas exhibit
his journalistic expertise in Murray
at the Curris Center on Monday.
Feb. 25th at 7 p.m. Thanks again
for your newspaper's role in our
community life.
Your Fncnd,
Dr. Clegg Austin
Murray, Ky. 42071

Saudi Arabia soldier sends
message from the desert
Dear Farm .v
- ends.
UM sorry I ,..
-7itc you individi.a.:y right now. with combat
nas'.-.g broken out I've been so
bLsyI barely have time to sleep. I
ar writing you this letter, however.
. .
...at I'm alive and
: 'Arne a whole lot about
*nal I'm doing without
nng OPSEC (Operation
:rs.n- than I'm working
:
:o keep the
Cobra
gi.:-..snlps !Tying so we can kick
Saddam's butt We have been having :nary gds alerts but all of them
nave been precautionary when we
•:car of a SCUD launch. None of
SCUD', have had gas in them
a7cn .: taking any
A,: • a,: .ntend to come
matter of fact. no
•
,
„time close to
fni:nots hase been eliminat.7: before the
ever come
nooc:c Arnerican technolof.nes:'
tak.ng trns better than I
vvoun: but I'm still scared

Valentine's Day is great day for romance
I'll never forget Valentine's Day.
1975. when Rot Mannheimer got
12-dozen roses, delivered by
twelve different florists, to the
4culty room of Woodrow Wilson
laior High School, where we both
taught English.
It was 2 p.m., and we were in the
faculty room because it was our
preparation period. (That was the
time allotted to teachers for planning lessons, correcting papers, and
running off dittoes on one of those
infernal machines that cranked out
wrinkled copies of tests that kids
swore could make you high if you
sniffed them long enough.)
Anyhow. it was 6th penod in a 7
period day and the faculty who
were in the room were doing anything but preparing for the next
day's lessons. Linda Dole was eating a cookie — just one cookie --bitc by tiny bite -- as she did each
day at 2. George Rivers was complaining about the kids, the principal and women teachers who got
paid the same as men who had
families to support. Tom McNulty
was boiling a pot of water for tea
and studying a racing sheet to

,:anghter Kellie. along v..
Calloway
scroo: students. have been %.4
c
`rerle men
East Keille rec..
-_-,nnsed a response from a ma:Robert Myers He is 25
from Tampa. Fla. and is
g on the USS Saratoga in the
.Sea Included with a letter
• • several poems that he has
I have enclosed a copy of
tne poems along with the
:,ner wrote on the hack
"all morns- to
_
Robert.
MY MOM
hv F.R. Myers

to death at times, especially when
FRANKFORT - Will the special
the gas alarm is sounded All in all, session of the General Assembly ever
I'm able to perform my duties to end'
the U.S. Army and the people of
Not as long as Gov. Wallace Wilkthe United States of America to a
inson continues adding items to Its
degree I never thought I could posagenda. And, not as long as the House
sibly attain.
and Senate continue wrangling over
I'm keeping my butt down and
drunk iinving and solid waste legisla
head together because I plan, no. I
uon.
will make it home alive to see each '
----44341/entering its fifth week, the
and every one of you when this is
special session sort of grows like
oser I must close for now but
Topsy these days. although Wilkinbefore I do let mc say that I am
son says his latest additions to the
proud to be serving my country and
agenda will be the last. Wilkinson is
defending freedom. a thing we
sending legislators a proposal for
sometimes take for granted. After
solving the state's 527 million Medibeing here in Saudi Arabia to libcaid deficit, along with confirmation
erate Kuwait from the attrocities of
of lottery board appointments and a
Saddam Hussein. I will never take
hill to permit Kentucky soldiers to
freedom for granted again
vote absentee ballots by fax machine.
Sincerely.
Tine way this special session --SPC Chris C. Clayton
,osting .upwards of 535.000 a day fico 159 Avn. Regt. "Press
is going on and on and on, lawmakers
On"
may be around to see the red and
8th Battalion
yellow tulips bloorn early on the
Airborne Disision 1 ir
Capitul lawn.
As,au it
It is. of course, c_haracteristkc that
Operation Desert s
A ilkinson isn't going anont this special session of the legislature the way
governors of the past handled them.
Usually, special sessions were limited
to only a few items requiring urgent
legislation or a single item best dealt
ith outside the pressures of a regular
General Assembly session. Wilkinson
a tenderness of faith
so far has thrown in everything from
And We anger of stone.
the complex problem of solid-waste
--.en she sees you hurt
management to the simple issue of
neser alone
giving Kentuckians serving in the
Middle East more time to file their
St) . - :en to me people.
income tax returns.
Listen to me friendsT
That doesn't mean the governor 15
That's my Mom
necessarily
wasting time and money.
With the love caring hands
With the exception of a proposal to
double the amount of coal severance
This poem was written originally
tax returned to coal-producing counfor his own mother but he's sendties, which iegislators wisely decided
ing it to mothers everywhere He
to delay until 1992, the issues prophopes you like it
osed
by Wilkinson need to be
His address isaddressed
by the General Assembly.
Robert Myers
USS Saratoga CU -60
I. E Division
Fl A407X-2-41,
FP()

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

kiorn :s prens
•"' .s fine

Siricer0.
Pam Wiliams
Rt 5. Box 1149
Ks'
M
42(1

We owe, and our veterans deserve,
much more than they are getting
Vs •

u,:

We

be

OUT
::rans?'
They are angry. And why not?
; ne very people whom they helped
send :o Congress are cutting their
Wrna:s The very idea of cutting
ven:rans: programs $3.6 billion or
even one dollar
Who besides the Lord has sacra.icen' more for a more noble cause
Wan our veterans -- four wars in
less than 50 years with -skirmishs
,:n Many served in two or
,onflicts, leaving home and
family - including small children
for untold hardships, suffering
and misery. Many are still suffering physically and mentally, not to
mention financially, for preservation of our freedom.
Who deserves more honor. gratitude, not just yelling and flag way
ing
that included
and care
than our veterans and their
families?
For members of Congress to vote
themselves "big fat" raises and cut
services we owe our military men,
women and veterans surely took a
•

iot of -brass.
Without our veterans, there
would be no Congress.
We owe and our veterans
deserve much more than they are
getting. Not less'
To deny a veteran a bunai plot
with special honors and an appropriate headstone is an insult and
disgrace'
If we don't meet our commitments, care for and honor our service men. women and veterans, we
will soon cease to be a nation.
Let's get busy on the phone and
with letters and let our elected officials know how we feel about treatment of those who have given so
much. I do not have nor have I
ever had anyone closer than an
uncle and first cousin in any branch
of the military (both deceased). So
you see, this is not a selfish cause.
They saved us. now let's help
them when they need us!
Yours for those to whom we
owe so much,
(Mrs.) Allie Underwood
508 S. 8th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

,
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By Constance
Alexander

'

decide his Off-Track Betting
strategy The rest of us were just
sitting around mustering our
strength for 225, when the bell
would ring and we'd have one
more class to teach before
dismissal
As in most schools, the faculty
room in this one was hardly an
oasis of comfort and style. The cinder block walls were painted prison
green. to match the floor tile. The
formica tables were also green, a
deeper shade, the color of mold
growing on a sandwich that's been
stashed in a locker for, say, three
weeks. The metal folding chairs
were gray, like the sky during a
sleet storm. Papers were stacked

It was a day like any other day
until about 2:05. when the first
dozen roses arrived for Rot. They
were a delicate pearly pink, roses
fit for a cherub. The second batch
was white tinged with pink, as if
they were starting to blush. After
we got over the initial shock, the
women in the faculty room
applauded with each new installment. The men began to grumble.
"So who is this guy?" one of
them demanded of Rot
She explained that she'd met him
only a few weeks before, when she
backed into his Mercedes trying to
get out of a tight parking space in
the city.
"He's making us all look had,"
another male complained.
With so much going on, I lost
track of the exact sequence of
events, but by the end of the period
ten more dozen roses were deliv-

ered. ranging in color from cool,
tawny peach; to clear sunlit yellow;
ending with a red hotter than Rot's
favorite lipstick.
By the time the bell rang at 2:25,
the faculty room was transformed,
and so was the faculty. Even the
most curmudgeonly member of the
staff had to admit that such a flamboyant gesture was exciting,
romantic, the stuff old movies are
made of.
Rot marned the rose-giver later
that year. They went on an African
safari for their honeymoon. None
of the women of the faculty were
surprised. After all, here was a true
romantic, a mensch, as rare as
orchids in the arctic.
It's been years since that memorable Valentine's day, enough that
this story may have taken on mythic proportions by now. I don't
know where Rot is or how her
marriage has fared. But I bet she
remembers that day too, the way
the roses were curled tightly, like
silken fists. The way we stood back
to let her pass at the end of the
day, as is she were royalty and we
her minions.

Will it ever end?

Reader submits poem sent from Gulf
by Navy seaman to mothers everywhere
C5.4otrier

MAIN
STREET f.

everywhere, along with books. The
stale smell was probably from the
refrigerator, which was the source
of a running argument among male
and female faculty about who
should keep it clean.

they' convened last month, especially
on the core issues of drunk driving
and solid waste. The result has been a
lot of confusion and a mountain of
amendments to the governor's bills.
On the other hand, an annual
iegislative session would permit interim committees the time to work on
proposal legislation and have the
details --- as well as the
of

AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
And, that fact brings up an issue
Kentucky voters traditionally find
unacceptable
annual sessions of
the General Assembly.
Although they approved an amendment permitting short organizational
sessions in off_ years, the voters
always turn down the notion of the
legislature convening here on a yearly
basis. They simply don't see the need
and, by and large. until recent years,
they were Correct. When governors
enjoyed hammer-lock control of the
legislative process and the General
Assembly failed to exercise much, if
any, real power. there just wasn't the
need for senators and representatives
to be around very often.
Today. however, the General Assembly has assumed — and rightly so
-- a share of power with the executive
branch that also involves a share in
responsibility for programs and expenditures, a responsibility' that cannot effectively' be carried out only 60
days every two years. Also, issues
such as solving the Medicaid deficit
and re-enacting the election-fraud
statute arise with a frequency and
nrgericy that simply cannot be put off
for l X months ',Mal a regular session is
sc heti n
Thus, we have a special session that
goes on and on. Part of the reason for
the prolonged session is that little real
preparation was made between the
administration and legislators before
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Ten years ago
The Will Linn House at 103
North Sixth St., which houses Murray Art Guild. has been added to
National Register of Historic
Places by Heritage Conservation
and Recreation Service, U.S.
Department of Interior. The house
was recently added to Survey of
Historic Sites in Kentucky.
Mike Wilkins, eighth grader at
Murray Middle School, won the
Spelling Bee held at Murray
Middle School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Cathcy, Jan. 26.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court in
its meeting at the courthouse voted
to hire Dale Spann as a county'
detective, according to County
Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Anne Battle, Richard Hall and
Pat Ryan, Murray High School
seniors, have been named finalists
in National Merit Scholarship
Program, according to Principal Eli
Alexander.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Shelton,
Feb. 7.
Thirty years ago
Johnny H. Wilson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Olice C. Wilson, was graduated from recruit training on
Feb. 3 at Naval Training Center,

Great Lakes, III.
&Ina Carter has been unanimously' elected for the fifth consecutive four-year term as superintendent of Murray City Schools by
Murray Board of Education.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Hudson and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Morton.
Forty years ago
"Murray Street Department was
around early this morning removing some of the last traces of the
big snow. There is still plenty of
evidence, however, such as a big
pile of almost solid ice that can be
seen in various places," from column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
In high school basketball games,
Brewers beat Kirkscy, Fulgham
beat Lynn Grove, Murray Training
beat Hazel and Almo beat New
Concord. High team scorers were
Woods for Brewers, Suiter for
Kirkscy, Conn and Clark for Fulgham, Howard for Lynn Grove,
Bowden for Murray Training, Curd
for Hazel, Courscy for Almo, and
Rowland for New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hopkins of
St. Louis, Mo., have been the
guests of his mother, Mrs. Laura
Hopkins.

Today In History

le MC SI 111.11)K:
C afJG

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
Lotto
6 - 5 - 4.
6- I 0-16-24-34-36.
Estimated jackpot: S3
million
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problems — worked out in advance of
the General Assembly convening.
Would the voters at last agree to
annual sessions? Perhaps not soon.
but the ongoing special session of
1991 very well may be the rule rather
than the exception for special sessions
that are virtually certain almost yearly
in .the future.
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Today' is Thursday, Feb. 14, the 45th day of 1991. There are 320 days
left in the year. This is Valentine's Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 14, 1929, the "St. Valentine's Day Massacre" took place in a
Chicago garage as seven rivals of Al Capone's gang were gunned down.
On this date:
In 1778, the American ship "Ranger" carried the recently adopted Star
and Stripes to a foreign port for the first time as it arrived in France.
In 1848, President Polk became the first chief executive to be photographed while in office as he posed for Matthew Brady in New York.
In 1859, Oregon was admitted to the Union as the 33rd state.
In 1876. inventors Alexander Graham Bell and Elisha Gray applied
separately for patents related to the telephone. (The U.S. Supreme Court
eventually ruled Bell the rightful inventor.)
In 1894, comedian Jack Benny was born Benjamin Kubelsky in Waukegan, Ill.
In 1979. Adolph Dubs, the U.S. ambassador to Afghanistan, was
kidnapped in Kabul by Moslem extremists and killed in a shootout
between his abductors and police.
In 1985, Cable News Network reporter Jeremy Levin, being held hostage by' Moslem extremists in Lebanon, gained his freedom.
In 1989, Iran's Ayatollah Khomeini called on Muslims to kill Salman
Rushdie, author of the novel ''The Satanic Verses," condemned as blasphemous throughout the Islamic world.
Ten years ago: Forty-seven people were killed when fire broke out dur,rig a Valentine's Day dance at the Stardust Cabaret in Dublin, Ireland.
Five years ago: The government reported that collapsing world oil
prices sent U.S. wholesale prices plunging seven-tenths of 1 percentage
point in January 1986.
One year ago: 94 people were killed when an Indian Airlines passenger
Jet crashed while landing at a southern Indian airport.
Today's Birthdays: Sportscaster Mel Allen is 78. TV personality Hugh
Downs is 70. Actress and singer Florence Henderson is 57. Journalist Carl
Bernstein is 47. Actor-dancer Gregory Hines is 45.
Thought for Today: "A lady of 47 who has been married 27 years and
has six children knows what love really is and once described it for me
like this: 'Love is what you've been through with somebody." — James
Thurber, American humorist (1894-1961).

Whether you're beginning or starting over,
nursing offers opportunity for exciting career

es

Whether you're beginning or are
going to start over in a career, nursing
offers you an opportunity for an
exciting career in the growing field of
health care.
Nursing can provide you security,
earning potential, career satisfaction
and job mobility. Demand for nurses
is great. According to figures from the
Federation of Nurses and Health
Professional, more than two million
registered nurses will he needed by
the year 2000. That's about 612,000
more than the number of R.N.s practicing today.
To help answer your questions
about an exciting career as a nurse,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will host a Nursing Careers Planning
'Fair on Saturday, Feb. 23 from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the hospital's Outpatient Surgery Center. Information on a
variety of nursing opportunities will
be at your fingertips. Area representatives from these schools will be
present to answer any questions:
Hopkinsville Community College,
Murray State University, Paducah
Community College, and the University of Tennessee at Martin.
Murray State's continuing education program "Adults Belong in College" will offer information about
financial assistance, admissions,
housing and other necessities to make
the transition to college an easier one
for you.
"Nursing is a great Career — it can
show you the difference you can make
for someone else," said Laverne Williams of Paris, TN. Laverne decided
in 1988 to go into the nursing program
at the University of Tennessee at
Martin. Her decision came after she
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The above Murray Middle School students advanced to the regional
Governor's Cup competition in written assessments: (from left) Lori
Cook, English Comp.; Rachel Cella, Language Arts; Tracy Pervine,
Math; Keisa Bennett, Science and Language Arts; and Jason Shelby,
Social Studies. Not pictured is David Graves, Social Studies.

Murray Cablevision Grant

bursed at 100 percent for up to 15
credit hours per year. Employees
agree to work for MCCH or refund the
tuition payments. For every three
months an employee works for the
hospital, $100 will be deducted from
the balance paid as tuition reimbursement.
For more information on these
programs and how to get started in a
nursing career attend the Nursing
Careers Planning Fair Feb. 23 at
MCCH's Outpatient Surgery Center
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For details
contact Lyn Ryan, R.N., MCCH
Nurse Recruiter at (502) 762-1319.

Volunteers being
sought to help
with 'Hike the
Shoreline' event
Volunteers arc being sought to
help pick up litter during the second annual "Hike the Shoreline"
day March 2 under the sponsorship
of Land Between the Lakes, the
LBL Association and community
citizens.
Registration for shoreline assignments will begin at 8 a.m. at the
Fenton Lake Access Area. The hike
will continue until noon.
A picnic with soft drinks provided is scheduled from 12:30 to
1:30 p.m. Volunteers should wear
protective gloves and shoes. Trash
bags will be provided. Volunteers
may phone 924-5897 or 759-9309
to register in advance.

Murray Middle
to host regional
Governor's Cup

Governor's Cup competition

unanimconsecupchntenhools by
ion.
t Murray
Mr. and
a girl to
Nton.

lent was

held various secretarial and business
office jobs. Her interest in patient care
was kindled when she worked in a
secretarial position for the Physical
Therapy department at a hospital in
Franklin, NC. Laverne decided to
make the switch to nursing and enroll
at U.T.M. just one month after her
husband's job brought them to Paris,
TN.
Now, Laverne will be working for
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
following completion of her Associates degree in May. She received a
MCCH nursing scholarship which
paid for tuition and textbooks during
her last year at U.T.M. While she
works at MCCH, Laverne plans to
pursue her B.S. degree in nursing on a
part-time basis.
"I'm so glad I made the decision to
get into nursing," she said. "In my
previous jobs, I got paid weekly or
twice a month, but as a nurse I know I
get paid every day. In other words,I'm
rewarded daily by having those opportunities to help people, see the
results, and get immediate feedback
from patients and their families."
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's nursing scholarships provide
qualified students with paid tuition,
textbooks, and one nursing uniform.
The recipients agree to work at
MCCH for at least an equal amount of
time that the hospital paid for tuition.
MCCH also provides assistance for
employees to further their education
by participating in a tuition reimbursement program which pays for
their education at a school, college,
university, trade school or vocational
school which grants recognized
academic credit. Tuition may be rcim-
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The Murray Middle School will
be host to the Regional Governor's
Cup Academic competition on Friday and Saturday, Feb. 15-16.
Future Problem Solving competition will be held at Murray Middle
School on Friday at 4 p.m.
Written assessment tests in English Composition, Social Studies,
Math, Science and Language Arts
will be on Saturday morning and
the Quick Recall competition will
be on Saturday afternoon.
All of Saturday's events will be
held at Murray High School.
Seventeen schools from the region are scheduled to compete.

Burnette Ferguson, system manager of Murray Cablevision, presents a $5,000 check to Dr. Gary Drum,
director of the Murray State University television studios. The check represents the annual cablevision
grant to the TV studios for equipment and programming and will go this year toward the purchase of a
camera. Also shown (from left) are: Tressa Ross, Murray Cablevision program director; Dr. Bob Lochte,
head of the radio-television academic major and John Dillon, director of the %1SU-TV 11 News and the
broadcast journalism major.

Kentuc 's unemployment rate drops
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment rate for
1990 was 5.8 percent, a decline for
the fifth straight year and the lowest rate in I I years, the state
announced.
The U.S. Department of Labor's
monthly estimate of the number of
Kentuckians with jobs averaged
1,664,000 during the year, a state
report said Wednesday.
That was 30,000 above the average for 1989, when the unemployment rate was 6.2 percent.
Job growth was greatest in services, manufacturing and trade, the
Cabinet for Human Resources
report said.
The civilian labor force averaged
1,767,000, which was 25,000 higher than the previous year, the report
said.
The number of Kentuckians out
of work averaged 103,000 per
month, which was 5,000 fewer than
in 1989 and the lowest since 1979,
when the average was 89,000 and
the year-end rate was 5.6 percent.
The annual rate jumped to 8.0 in
1980 as recession set in, climbing
to 8.4 in. 1981, 10.6 in 1982 and
11.7 in 1983: R-ates through the rest
of the decade were 9.3 in 1984, 9.5

in 1985, 9.3 in 1986, 8.8 in 1987.
7.9 in 1988 and 6.2 in 1989, the
report said.
Unemployment in 1990 peaked
at 7.2 percent in February and bottomed at 4.9 percent in October.
For the third year in a row, each
monthly' unemployment rate was in
single digits, the report said.
Other monthly rates in 1990
were January, 6.5; March, 6.3:
April. 6.2; May, 5.8; June, 6.1;
July, 5.2; August, 5.2; September.
5.5, and November, 5.6.
The state's rate was higher than
the U.S. annual average rate of 5.5
percent. The rate announced by the

cabinet e.ach month is preliminary.
the year-end rate was based on
revised monthly. rates, the report
said.
Monthly labor market numbers
are affected by seasonal hiring and
temporary layoffs, among other
things, Ed Blackwell, the cabinet's
chief labor market analyst, said in
the report. The annual statistics
"give an overview of a full year's
worth of growth or decline,''
Blackwell said.•
The United States and Canada
signed a treaty to develop the St.
Lawrence Seaway in 1932.

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489

6th & Main

It's A Sweethearts Weekend

Quitting Business
The Murray Middle School Future Problem Solving Team placed second at the district Governor's Cup competiton. Team members
include, from left, Mary Maddox, Angela Fairbanks, Rachel Cella,
Lori Cook, Amy Bryan, Crystal Johnson and Tracy Pervine.
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The Murray Middle School Quick Recall Team placed first at the district Governor's Cup competition held at North Marshall. Team
members include, front row, from left, Jason Shelby, Casey McNutt,
Wade Denton, Keisa Bennett, (back row, from left) Caleb Johnson,
Matt Westphal and Amy Bryant. Not pictured is David Graves.

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

Brent Allen
Ditching
Suter 1979

759-1515

Kin

Set $729"

Bring your sweetheart
to our Quitting Business
•
Sale during Sweethearts
Weekend and Save

OFFI
15%
THE SALE PRICE.
of Every Single Item Purchased

Sale Terms:
Cash
Check
Visa/MC
No Returns
No Refunds
No Exchanges
No Layaways
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Humphreys-Vance wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry. Humphreys
of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter. Jill Denise, to Jamie
Paul Vance, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Vance of Ahno.
Miss Humphreys is the granddaughter of Mrs. Jessie Humphreys
and the late Jack Humphreys. and
of Mrs. Annie Vaughn and the late
Claude Vaughn of Murray.
Mr. Vance is the grandson of
Mrs. Melissa Hooks of Murray.
The bndc-elect is a 1985 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is employed by Kenlake Foods.
The groom-elect is a 1986 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed by Jerry
Humphreys Heating & Air
Conditioning.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Friday. March 29, at
7 p.m. at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship room.
All friends and relatives arc
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Jill Denise Humphreys and
Jamie Paul Vance to marry

Youngster gets caught in can
,A,J\
Paint & Decorating Center

MENLO PARK, Calif (AP.i --Youngsters should be familiar with
milk containers by the age of 2
but Justin Kinder got a hale mixed
up.
Jusun was playing with an antique 10-gallon milk can at his home
this week and decided to crawl in,
feet first.
He got stuck.
"-•

Sit, Si.f alien & Narlann I &the.
Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
Yo,Jr Home
Deserve ft'
Cali For An In-Home
Consultation
Soutttside Shopping Center
753-3321

it,ajblen
islevauter t

y

8,

"We tried putting butter on his
shoulders, we tried everything.
said his father. Richard Kinder.
,He finally gave up and called
firefighters, who found the
panicked tot in the milk can up to
his neck.
Using a pneumatic chisel, the
firefighters cut the bottom out of
the milk can and freed Justin.

We Want To Be
Your Place!

*Bg Breakfast Special - Erer?dany $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Speciat Sat & Sun.
*eekday Noon Buffet iv/ Saiaa Bar
$3.95
*Big Sunday Noon E_"•-• w/Salad Bar - $3.95
'53-P,060' - Pv! Party r•

e
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Lovett-Presley wedding to be April 6
Mr. and Mrs Lanion .1 Lovett of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Laurie Lee, to LTJG
Michael Kevin Presley USNR. son
of. Mrs. Mary Jo Hartig and
Michael Presley. both of Paducah.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Euphrcy Cohoon and of Mrs. Erma
Lovett and the late H.G. Lovett, all
of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Arnett
and of Mrs. Mildred Presley and
the late Jack Presley, all of
Paducah.
Miss Lovett is a 1987 graduate
of Murray State University. She is
presently employed by IBM Corporation. Southfield, Mich.
LTJG Presley, a 1987 graduate
of Murray State University, is presently serving in the U.S. Navy
aboard the USS Aries. homeported
at Key West, Fla.
The double ring ceremony will
be performed by the Rev. Deward
Hearst on Saturday. April 6, at 3:30
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church,
Murray.
A Nee on will follow in the
church fel ship hall.
All friend and relatives are
invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Laurie Lee Lovett,fiancee
of LTJG Michael Kevin Presley

Community events listed
Thursday, Feb. 14
Singles Friendship of Pans.
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris For
information call Kennith Broach,
751 1580

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will he at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center. Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

CONFORT

Events at St. Lco Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; WORD Program at 10 a.m.; Choir Practice and
CREED Series at 7 p.m.
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Available in
Black
Navy
Mocha
Walnut

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will have a
sweetheart dinner with spoosts and
guests at 6 p.m. at Country Crossroads, Hardin.

"African Queen," a 1951 American film, will be shown at 7:30
p.m. in Curris Center Theater,
Murray State University.. Admission is free.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 6:45p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce to go to a movie at
Cheri Theatre. For information call
Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne,
751-0224,

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray State University Wind
Ensemble will join Murray High

Wine
•
Black
Mocha

BOtiN(
Available in
Navy
Wine
Bone
Black
Navy
Walnut

Tilghman-Bcauregard Camp.
Sons of Confederate Veterans, v.il:
meet at 7:30 p.m. at home of Coin
mandcr Cletus Murphy Jr. For
information call 1-653-5951
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 6 p.m.
Mr.. Gatti's.
Murray Alliance for the Mentally
III will meet from 6 to 8 p.m. in
private dining room of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Bowling for First Baptist Chunh
will be at 6:30 p.m at ('urns Center, Murray State University.
(Cont'd on page 7)

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
-It is not fit that men should be
compared with gods
Catuilus

BOBBY WOLFF
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- V K J 10
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Dealer South
The bidding
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South West
Pass
Pass
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14
All pass
Pass
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Opening lead Diamond king

How do you rate in the play of today's game? Cover the East-West
cards and plan your play after
West's lead of the diamond king
If you win dummy's diamond ace
and lead trumps immediately. you
need to polish your game After losing a trump. two hearts and two
clubs. you'll have to fall back on the
honors bonus to limit your loss to
only 100 points
A more careful player sees no
reason not to arrange for a club ruff
in dummy He cashes the club ace.
concedes a club and later ruffs one
in dummy He does better, losing
BID WITH THE ACES
only- one trump. two hearts and a
club for a break-even score
The chap who plays bridge in the South holds
•:3
heavens envisions a possible trump
K J 10
•
loser, so he ruffs a diamond at trick
•J 5 4 2
two Then he leads the ace and a
•K 10 5 4 3
second club East overtakes to lead
South
a trump. but South wins, ruffs a club North
1•
1 NT
in dummy and persists with another 2+
diamond ruff Another high trump is ANSWER: Pass Might not be a sure
cashed to disclose the suspected plus score, but bidding on can only
trump break. but South has another make matters worse
chance Dummy's heart ace proNix
ski
vides the entry for a third diamond Send bridge questions to The
12363 i)allas Texas 75225 with self-addressed
honruff, and South gets not only his
stamped envelope for rep!',
r.
I
IVY1 1 flier.] ,
ors, but game and rubber as well
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Thursday, Feb. 14
School and Calloway County High
School Bands for "Strike Up the
Bands" concert at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is free.

by Joel- Fisher
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Black
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iv-Wedding and special event
photography is our specialty
•16 years experience
•1n-home consultation
•Very competitive pricing
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Student Society plans meeting

Shower planned for Hall couple

'i16

Murray State University Chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of America will hold an open meeting on Thursday, Feb. 28, at 7 p.m.
in Cumberland Room, third floor, Curris Center, MSU. Open PRSSA
meetings arc held on the last Thursday of every month. PRSSA members
and interested students are encouraged to attend, a chapter member said.

A household shower for Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hall will be Sunday, Feb.
24, at 2 p.m. in the Fellowship House of Bell City Baptist Church, located
on Highway 97 between Tri City and Bell City. Mrs. Hall is the former
Martha Rhodes. Their home and all contents were destroyed by fire on
Feb. 5. All types of items arc needed and the public is invited to attend.

Students should check on aid

Spouse Abuse Board to meet

Financial aid applications for Murray State University students planning to attend classes this summer are now available and are to be filed
no later than Friday, March I. Applications can be picked up in the Student Financial Aid Office in Sparks Hall. Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid, said "students must complete an aplication separate
from the one they filed for the regular school year. Even students currently receiving graias or loans or who are working under the student employment programs need to complete a separate summer-term application."
Two five-week summer terms are scheduled June 3 to July 3 and July 8 to
Aug. 9.

Seniors hear Cogdell

The Liberty Boys of Benton will be featured in a gospel singing on
Sunday, Feb. 17, at 6 p.m. at Ferguson Springs Baptist Church,
located on Highway 80, seven miles east of Hardin. Refreshments will
be served after the singing. Members of the group are, from left, Darvin Stem, Harold Anderson, Roy Skinner, Mike DeBot, Alan Petty
and Roger Watkins. The public is invited to attend this special event,
a church spokesman said.

The Board of the Purchase Area Spouse Abuse Center has two meetings planned for the remainder of fiscal year 1990-91. They will be on
Monday, March I I, and Monday, May 13, at 6:30 p.m. at Broadway
Church of Christ, 2855 Broadway,.Paducah. For more information call
1-443-6(1)1.

International Buffet Feb. 24
The annual International Buffet will be Sunday. Feb. 24. at 1 p.m. in
the ballroom of Curris Center, Murray State University. The event will
feature food- and entertainment from about 40 of the 53 countries represented by the students at Murray State. The students prepare dishes native
to their homelands. Admission is by advance ticket only. with tickets
being $6.50 for adults, $4.50 for students, and $3 for children under 12.
Lunch will be followed by a program showcasing students performing
music and dances native to their homeland. Tickets may be purchased at
Murray State Center for International Programs on the second floor of
Lowry Center, from any international student or by calling 762-4151. Proceeds will benefit the International Student Organization's activities fund
and the International Student Emergency Loan Fund which assists foreign
students when loans from their own countries are delayed, according to
Ruth Jackson, adviser to the International StAent Organization.
(Cont'd on page 8)
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Mrs. Martha Howard, Rt. 1, Box
86, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs.
Ruth Judd, Rt. 1, Box 1356.
Murray;
• Mrs. Donna Carol Judd and baby
girl, 411 Dale St., Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Pamela Wilson and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Box 98, Arlington;
Mrs. Bonita Orr and baby boy,
F5 Southside Manor, Murray; Mrs.
Kimberly West and baby girl, 1631
Walnut, Benton.
Expirations
Miss Lou Rachel Lofton, 825
Hurt St., Murray; Eurie Theron
Colson, Rt. 3, Box 389, Murray.

White continues as
top color of cars,
but new tones seen
TROY, Mich.(AP) --- More than
20 percent of the cars sold last year
were white,, but new tones are,
catching car buyers' eyes.
White was followed by black,
red, light blue and silver, Robert
Daily, color marketing manager for
Du Pont Automotive Products, said
Tuesday'.
- But he said turquoise and aqua
also were on the list, part of an
overall trend toward lighter and
brighter colors.
While white was the color of
21.6 percent of cars and the No. 1
choice for luxury cars, full intermediate sized cars, trucks and
vans, red was most often picked by
sports and compact car-buyers,
accounting for 22 percept.

F.A. Cogdell, right, and Mrs. Thryra Crawford, playing the piano,
are shown leading a group of senior citizens in singing a few of their
favorite songs at George Weaks Community Center. Cogdell also presented a program on the "History of Martin Luther King Jr." The
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens meet Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Weaks Center, South Seventh and
Poplar Streets. Persons should use the east side entrance.

Community...
Friday, Feb. 15
Buffet will be served from 7 to
8-30 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Hazel Community Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
George Weaks Community Center will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. or activities by senior
citizens.
Murray-Calloway County Westside Senior Citizens will meet at
1:30 p.m. at Ellis Center. .

DEAR DR. GOTT Would you discuss SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome)? There is a great deal of misinformation, and parents of SIDS
victims need help
DEAR READER: Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome is defined as the sudden and unexpected death of an infant
or young child in whom a complete
post-mortem examination failed to
reveal the cause of death.
Thus, the cause of SIDS is unknown
The tragedy occurs most frequently
during sleep between the second and
fourth month of life and accounts for
about 30 percent of all deaths in children under 1 year of age, a rate of approximately 1.5 per thousand live
births
SIDS is believed to reflect a severe
malfunction of the nerves that control
respiration, such nerves are often underdeveloped in youngsters. However, other factors also play a role, for
example,SIDS is more common in the
winter, in children whose mothers
smoke cigarettes or use narcotics, in
subsequent siblings of SIDS victims
and in families at the lower socioeconomic levels The reasons for this are
unknown
Because respiratory problems. notably periods of apnea (absence of

breathing) do not dlwa,„vs precede
SIDS. prevention is often impossible.
However, in infants who exhibit sleep
apnea. various sensing devices are
available to monitor these children
during sleep and either stimulate
them to breathe or alert the sleeping
parents that a problem is developing_
To obtain more information about
this devastating affliction,send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to the
National Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Foundation, 10500 Little Patuxent Parkway. Suite 420. Columbia,
MD 21044 or telephone 1-(800) 221SIDS.
DEAR DR G(YTT. Do you recommend Monistat cream for the treatment of vaginal infections?
DEAR READER. Monistat (miconazole) cream is an effective treatment for yeast (candida) vaginitis.
The medicine is also available in vaginal suppositories There are no side
effects
However, Monistat and similar
anti-fungal agents are not appropriate therapy for other types of vaginal
infection, such as bacterial vaginitis
Therefore, before beginning treatment. doctors usually try to identify
the source of the infection by examination and smears/cultures of the discharge, which always characterizes
this disorder. Once the infecting agent

Ltncia

Calloway County High School
Lakers Basketball Teams will host
Graves County High School.
Homecoming queen crowning will
be between junior varsity and varsity game. Spaghetti supper by Calloway Band Boosters will be
served from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in
CCHS Cafeteria.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Mass at 12
noon and Lenter Prayers at 7 p.m.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.

Adult Valentine Banquet will be
at 6:30 p.m. at Grace Baptist
Church Fellowship House.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Parents' Night
Out from 5:30 to 11 p.m.

has been identified, therapy can be
prescribed
For women who are unable to obtain immediate attention for the
burning and itching of vaginitis, I recommend a daily douche of two tablespoons of white vinegar in a quart of
warni- water. This old-fashioned remedy is effective against most vaginal
infections, regardless of cause Repeated bouts of infection or continuing symptoms require the services of
a physician
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Vaginal Infections and Disorders." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1.25 with their
names and addresses to PO Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.
©1991 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

Oaks Country Club held its general membership meeting at the club.
New club members are Lynn and Bonna Yates, Robert and Pearl
Rutherford, Jerry and Sue Veazey, Dr. Clete and Joan Bulach, Daniel
and Sharon McGrew, Chris and Stacey Pyle, Rodney Tucker. Gary
and Della Miller, Robert Doyle, David Garland, and Tripp and Sharon Furches. Officers of the club are, from left, Bill Stale, president,
Tim Holloway, vice president, Melva Hatcher, secretary, and Norman
Lane, treasurer. Board members are Don Cothran, Jim Crick, Bethel
Richardson, Joe Warren, Joey Williams, Wanda Brown, Joanne Hendanger, Mark Lucas and Gerald Stone. Eddie Shelton is grounds
superintendent.
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Friday, Feb. 15
Friendship/Hannah Sweetheart
Dinner of First United Methodist
Church will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Majestic Royale at Holiday Inn.

Murray High School Tigers Boys
will play at Marshall County High
School.

JO-AN'S

ltilidangs & Things
CUSTOM MADE DRESSES FOR
'Weddings •Proms 'Pageants

(Cont'd from page 6)

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

Sudden death strikes during sleep
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

:h

!are

Four newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Wednesday, Feb. 13, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Hutson baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Donald, Rt. 1, Box 126, Hazel;
Harris baby girl, parents. Misty
and Henry, Box 44, Cumberland
City, Tenn.;
Pendley baby girl, parents, Amy
and John, 805 College Cts., Murray;
Darnell baby boy, parents. Elizabeth and Jeffrey, Rt. 2, Box 239,
Covey Drive, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Moore Lassiter, 1313
Wells Blvd., Murray; Mrs. Gela
Mac Valentine, 210 North Eighth
St., Murray;
Billy Bowen, 739 Nash Dr.,
Murray; Jesse Bailey, 624 Ellis
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Zula Bourland,
Rt. 8, Box 25, Murray;
Mrs. Mozelle Barrett, 321 Cherry, Purycar, Tenn.; Rexic Dowdy,
411 South 11th St., Murray;
Mrs. Novic Paschall, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs.
Emma Bazzell, 1709 Miller Ave.,
Murray;
Mrs. Linda Acuff, Rt. 2, Box
201, Murray; Jerry Starks, Rt. 1,
Box 9, Almo; Nelson Garland. Rt.
1, Box 77, Almo:
Mrs. Paula Gail Caldwell, Rt. 3,
Box 1004, Locust Rd., Murray;
Andrew Schroader. 705 Sycamore
St., Murray;
Michael Pace, Jr., 93 Fleetwood
Circle, Murray; Miss Kady Elizabeth Jones, Rt. 2, Box 441,
Clinton;

V
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W.A.T.C.H. needs more cans

Gospel singing to be April 12

W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training center for the handicapped) Center
at 702 Main Si, Murray. is in need of aluminum cans to be used as one of
work projects of the clients. Persons with aluminum cans may leave them
at the center, Monday through Friday. For more information call
759-1965

Logan Wayne Dozt,dy born
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Dowdy of Rt. I. Dexter, arc the parents of a son,
Logan Wayne, weighing eight pounds three ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Monday. Jan. 28, at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah. The
mother is the former Bonita Green. Grandparents are Toy and WIIna
Green of Dexter, Nick and Doris Smith of Hardin. and the late Wayne
Dowdy.

Nursing Society will meet
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet Monday. Feb. IS,
at 6 p.m. in Board Room at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. For more information call 1-442-1310.

Secretaries to meet Monday
Professional Secretaries International will meet Monday, Feb. 18, at
Hong Kong Restaurant, U.S. Highway 641 North. The guest speaker will
be Joyce Gordon of Personnel Services, Murray State University. The
evening topic will be "How To Get Along With Difficult People" and will
begin at 6 p.m. Dinner will be available at 510 p.m. Guests arc encouraged to participate.

Spaghetti supper to be Friday
The Laker Band Spaghetti Supper will be Friday. Feb. 15. from 4:30 to
6 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County High School. This will be
sponsored by Calloway Band Boosters. The cost will be $3 for adults and
$2 for children under 12. This will be prior to the Calloway -Graves County basketball game and also homecoming activities at the school. The
class of 1987 will be honored during the games. The homecoming activities will be featured during the junior varsity and varsity boys' basketball
games.
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A gospel singing featuring the Glory Bound group will be sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County Disaster and Emergency Services Rescue Unit
on Friday, April 12, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditonum, Murray Stile University. Part of the proceeds from the show will help pay for portable radios
and for a light extrication truck. Members of the unit are urging local
residents to help with the cause when contacted.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following. Kenneth Jctton of Murray from Lourdes, Ben Grogan and L.D
Miller of Murray and Joseph Hall of Hardin from Western Baptist.

Laken Danielle Vance born
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Vance of Rt. 6, Box 208. Murray, are the parents of
a daughter, Laken Danielle, weighing eight pounds seven ounces, mcasurtng 20 inches, born on Tuesday, Feb. 5, at 12:48 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Knsti Lynn Knight. Grandparents are Chester and Liz Knight of Salem and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vance
of Murray. Great-grandparents arc Mrs. Sue Davenport of Mexico, Ky.,
Otis Moore of Louisville, the late Mr. and Mrs. "Spirlin" Knight, Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Vance of Murray, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Turner of
Murrayh.

Alexander named to Dean's List
Trey Alexander has been named to the Dean's List for the fall semester
at Vanderbilt University, Nashville. Tenn. His semester average was 3.8
on a 4. point scale. A junior. he is pursuing a humanities major in communications and a minor in Spanish in the College of Arts and Sciences;
also, a major in computer science and a minor in mathematics in the College of Engineering. Alexander serves as secretary to the Honor Council
and is a campus ambassador. His social fraternity is Phi Kappa Sigma. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. U.W. Alexander Jr. of Richardson, Texas. His
grandparents are Col.(USA Raj and Mrs. U.W. Alexander Sr. of Carlisle. Pa., and Mrs. Katheryn Riley Carman and the late Dr. Max G. Carman of Murray.
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Tracy D. McKinney

Jae Anne Rayburn of Murray participated in the nation's largest
winter ice skating competition at the sixth annual Ice Skating Institute of America Winter Classic at Broadmoor NNorld Arena, Colorado
Springs, Colo., Feb. 9 and 10. She placed first in Footwork 6 and
Couples 5; second in Free Style 6 and Spotlight Dramatic 6; third in
Interpretive 6; and fourth in Figures 2. She represented "The Ice"
Plaza Galleria at Cape Girardeau, Mo. Rayburn is the daughter of
Jerry and Donna Rayburn, and the granddaughter of Nelda Murphy
and Charley Robertson, all of Murray.
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U.S. blames Saddam for bunker bombing; insists no civilian targets
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WASHINGTON (AP) -- A key
Iraqi command post in Baghdad is
safe from allied bomb attack
because it has been placed in the
basement of a major downtown
hotel, a U.S. government official
said today.
"We've known about that from
the very beginning," said the official, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
He said the secret basement center beneath the al-Rashid Hotel
may be the Iraqi military's central
communications point, now that
allied air strikes have hit the
Defense Ministry and other installations. Many civilians, including
foreign journalists, are staying at
the al-Rashid.
A Baghdad bunker described by
Iraq as a civil defense shelter was
bombed Wednesday morning —
killing large numbers of civilians
--- because it was serving as a relay
center for the hotel command center, the U.S. official said.
"But we're not going to hit the
al-Rashid and we wouldn't have hit
the other facility if we'd known
there were civilians there," he
said.
His comments on the hotel communications center followed a
report in today's New York Times.
The newspaper also reported that
the last secure transmission lines to
Iraqi 'forces in Kuwait cross the
Tigris River over two bridges, but
that allied commanders have been
ordeted not to attack them for fear
of civilian casualties and negative
world reaction. The U.S. official
said he did not know enough about
that element of the report to
comment.
On the first day of the war last
month, another U.S. official told
The Associated Press that the alRashid had been on the list of
priority targets for allied bombers,
because it was known to house a
communications center.
But the pilots were ordered to
avoid the building when it became
clear some foreign journalists
remained in the building despite
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater's last-minute plea for
them to leave, that official said.
President Bush was meeting with
his war advisers today and had no
public events scheduled.
On Wednesday, the administration moved swiftly to counteract
the vivid television images from
Baghdad of women and children
victims of the precision bombing of
an underground structure.
"It has always been our policy
that we will not target civilian
facilities, and it still is," White
House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
said. "We'll have to judge each
target as we find it. But clearly,
that is our guiding policy."
Iraq said it was a bomb shelter
and that 500 civilians were killed;
Baghdad radio said 64 bodies had
been recovered. U.S. officials said
it was a military communications
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called Saddam's government a
"one-sided propaganda machine
cranking out myths and falsehoods" about civilian targets being
hit.
Administration officials, including Defense Secretary Dick Cheney, suggested Saddam deliberately
placed civilians in the bunker in
hopes of shielding its military
operation or to gain a propaganda
advantage from the casualties an
air attack would produce.
And Fitzwater said: ''We don't
know why civilians were at this
location, but we do know that Saddam Hussein does not share our
value in the sanctity of life. Indeed,
he time and again has shown a
willingness to sacrifice civilian
lives and property that further his

enton

— Benton

sn

war aims."
Cheney said U.S. spy satellites
had pinpointed an effort by Sad dam to spare two Soviet-made
warplanes — MiC-21s --- by placing them alongside an ancient and
revered Sumerian ziggurat, or
temple tower, that resembles a
pyramid.
"Clearly, he's demonstrated
repeatedly a willingness to use his
population and cultural artifacts in
an effort to shield and protect his
military equipment," Cheney said
Pentagon officials said the bunker in Baghdad was an active command and control center, ahelecIronic choke point for the Iraqi military's war communications.
The structure's use as a communications facility had increased
Paducah * * * Flemin

markedly over the past three weeks
as primary stations were taken out
by allied air attack, they said. Its
targeting came after military officials had acknowledged Iraq's mill
tary had been able • to maintain
communications despite allied
targeting of those systems.
Pentagon officials said they had
no doubts about its military use
They said it was originally built
as a bomb shelter during the Iran
Iraq war, and in the mid-1980s had
been hardened to enable electronic s
gear to withstand the electromagne
tic pulse of a nuclear blast.
Navy Capt. David Herrington
deputy director of intelligence tor
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the
top floor of the structure was reinforced with metal more than 10
— Benton

feet thick.
The bunker was struck by a pair
of 2,000-pound laser -guided
"smart bombs" from a U.S. stealth
fighter-bomber. Officials said one
bomb opened the bunker's hardened shelter and the second followed behind, delivering devastin
ing explosive force
Pentagon briefers faced immediate questions about whether the
videotape of the bombing would be
released, as the Pentagon has done
with examples of many successful
bombing missions. Kelly said he
did not know.
White House and military officials insisted they had no knowledge beforehand that any civilians
were inside.
Trrrif aITfrfr,A,
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center.
"I would say to the people of
Iraq, the safest place for them to be
at night is at home in bed ...
because we're not bombing neighborhoods," said LL Gen. Thomas
Kelly, director of operations for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The nighttime attack and resulting heavy casualties brought a tragic new face to the previously antiseptic view of the war seen by
Americans. It was certain to
inflame international debate over
the war and incite its opponents.
Aside from the human cost, the
attack was a public relations nightmare for the White House, where
only Tuesday the president had
ridiculed Iraqi claims of thousands
of civilian casualties. Bush had
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Cal Thomas Lecture

Bogal-Allbritten, Marcum named to board
Rape Victim Services (RVS) has
elected to the Board of Directors,
two new representatives of Calloway County. Rosemarie BogalAllbritten and Carolyn Marcum.
Bogal-Allbritten is professor and
coordinator of the social work
program in the Department of
Sociology. Anthropology and
Social Work at Murray State University. A member of the faculty at
Murray State since 1977, she

earned the B.A., M.S.W. and Ph.D.
degrees at Loyola University in
Chicago. Professional affiliations
include the National Association of
Social Workers, Council on Social
Work Education and Kentucky
Association of Social Work
Educators.
• She is also a board member of
the Murray Spouse Abuse program
and Puents Anonymous of
Murray-Calloway County. Her goal

as a board member is to expand
current RVS services to Calloway
County through training residents
of that county as speakers and volunteer counselors.
Marcum, a registered nurse, is
clinical manager for the emergency
department at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She is a member
of the Emergency Nurses Association. Trauma Nurse Care, Murray
Women's Club and an instructor in
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation and

CPR for the Red Cross and Murray
Calloway County Hospital
She will be assisting the board in
medical advocacy outreach
The RVS board of directors is
composed of IS members from the
Purchase Area who are responsible
for setting policy and procedures
related to the operation of the Rape
Center
Members serve three year terms
and are selected so that membership reflects a wide range of professions and occupations

Shamir aide denies demilitarized
Golan Heights being considered

Rosemarie Bogal-Allbritten

Carolyn Marcum
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JERUSALEM (AP) -- An aide
to Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir
today assured Israelis in the Golan
Heights that reports of government
readiness to dem ill tartze the area in
peace talks with Syria were
baseless.
Yossi Ahimeir, director of Shamir's office, made the statement in
a letter following reports that
Washington was floating the buffer
zone idea as a way of reviving
Middle East peace efforts, despite
the Gulf War.
Ahimeir told Jewish settlers in
the region that "reports that Israel
would agree to demilitarize the
Golan Heights are baseless."
The strategic Golan. a plateau
that also borders Jordan on the
south and Lebanon to the north,
was captured from Syria in the
1967 Middle East War. Israel
annexed the area in 1981.
Ahimeir's letter also followed an
upbeat assessment by German

Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich
Gcnscher, who said Wednesday in
Damascus that Syria was ready to
recognize Israel as part of a postwar settlement.
Israeli officials dismissed Genscher's remarks. "Israel's right to
exist is not subject to any Middle
East settlement," said Foreign
Ministry spokesman Yossi Amihud.
Another top Shamir aide, Avi
Papier, said: "There is a change in
tone but not in content. The Syrians tend to say things to visiting
dignitaries that aren't their real
positions."
Officials also noted that Syria
had long ago adopted U.N. Security Council Resolution 242 of 1967,
which implicitly recognizes Israel
by calling for a "just and lasting
peace in which every state in the
area can live in security."
The resolution also called for
Israel to withdraw from territories
captured in the war.

Members of the Cal Thomas Lecture Committee met recently to discuss plans for the upcoming lecture by author and columnist Cal Thomas on Monday, Feb. 25 at 7 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom, on the
Murray State campus. Pictured left to right are Dr. Tom Green; Phil
Kilby, director of Life House; Dr. Clegg Austin; Dr. Jim Stuart; Dr.
John Yezerski and Dr. Bert Siebold. For information call 753-1622 or
753-6487.

Persian Gulf war creates tension
for Kentuckians of Arab descent
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) --- A
Syrian-born doctor in Harlan says
he's been questioned by federal
agents, and other Kentuckians of
Arab descent claim they have been
victims of discrimination, threats
and hate crimes.
Members of Kentucky's Arab
population of about 4,500 say the
war in the Persian Gulf has produced a suspicion that Arabs are
disloyal, leading friends and customers to stay away.
"Some lunatics start stories, and
apparently it goes all the way to
the Secret Service," said Abdul K.
Dahhan, a pulmonary specialist
who supports the United States in
the war but says hc was interviewed by Secret Service agents,

"They asked if I had ever
threatened the president, what kind
of cars I have, if I have mental
problems and even took pictures,"
he said. "I asked them what was
the reason for the visit, and they
said the FBI gave them my name
because they got a call;: FBI and Secret Service-Officials
would not say whether they had
investigated Dahhan.
False reports have circulated in
Harlan that Dahhan got his nose
and jaw broken and had lost his
staff over his opposition to the war.
"Patients called the office inquiring if I was all right," he said.
"People asked if I needed help
since they thought I no longer had
any staff."
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NCO 159 Avn , (8,101 Avn Regt.)
APO, NY 09309
Son of Sandra Clayton

Michael C. Oakley
261-73-1041
K Co 159th AVN
Reg Operation Desert Shield
ATO, New York, NY 69657
Grandson of Jesse & Lila Oakley

SSG Dale Robert McCuiston
407 84 8379
SVC BTRY 141 FA
Operation Desert Shield
APO New York 09315
Son of Lula Nell McCuiston

MSE Galon Loyd Outland
407-64-4158
Operation Desert Storm
HHB 42nd Fa. &le
APO 09631-7010
Son of Mr. & Mrs. R.G. Outland
Grandson of Cordie Murphy

Sgt. Hugh A. Turner
69th Sig Co., 401t Sig Bn
11th Sig BDE
APO, NY 09616
Relative of Walter "Red" Triplett

Ens. Stanley B Henley
RC Division
USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN-71)
FPO New York, NY 09599-2871
Son of Melvin B. Henley

Sgt. Jamie Loy
Operation Desert Storm
385-76-7773
F Troop 2/2ACA
APO New York 09759
Friend of Dianne, Alan, Jennifer &
Susan Rose
Jamie Frantz
C2,44 ADA
101 ABN DIV (AASLT)
APO New York, NY 09309
Linda Clark
Fort Campbell, KY
Bobby Mitchell
(Address not known at this time
Cousin of Susie Boeschel
CPL Stephen Robinson
403-23-8085
Operation Desert Storm
2nd LAAM BN HTS BAT
FPO, San Francisco, CA 96608-6076
Tina Kiemencic
HHT 2ACR
Box 48
APO New York, NY 09093
Michael P. Robinson
403-23-7525
HOBN (FWD) 1st MAR DIV
FPO, San Francisco, CA 96608-5502

HM3 Fielder, David E.
246-13-0896
1st MED BN A Co 1st SSG
FPO San Francisco, CA 96608 5709
Raymond A. Wasil
CWO 4 Raymond A Wasil
296-32-1310
758 Maint Co
7th Trans Bn 1st Coscom
APO, NY 09657
Friend of Sue, Paul, Sarah & Katie
McNeary
Sgt. Freddie O'Bryan
HSC 94th Engr Br
Ars° NY. 09175
Fattier of Tort & Tyson O'Bryan
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Talent search coming to area for
TV's 'America's Funniest People'
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Playhouse in the Park has traditionally sent a touring children's
theatre production out of area
elementary schools in the spring
and this season is no exception.
"Flashback!" will take to the road
in late February and March.
Past Playhouse touring productions
have included "The Wind in the
Willows," "The Great Cross-Country
Race" and "I Didn't Know That,"
based on the Guinness Book of World
Records. One ttling that makes the
Playhouse touring productions special are the performers, or more
precisely their ages. It's not adults
doing theatre for children but children
doing theatre for children! Auditions
are held for members of "Intermission," Playhouse's theatre organization for students in grades 6-8. Other
"Intermission" activities include "The
Reading Company," ushering for
Playhouse productions and other
backstage. jobs which the students
attend workshops to learn about:
This year's touring production,
"Flashback!," by Alic Wilson is about
incidents in children's lives that they
learn from and that arc common to
most people's lives. Take for example
the story of a girls who desperately
wants to "fit in" only to find that the
rules keep changing and what's "in" is
always one step ahead of her. Or the
son who one day realizes that his
father is human and decides for
himself to be less selfish in his
demands. And of course, there's the
family roadtrip complete with parents, siblings and family pct. All
trying to get along or not. These are
just a few of the episodes, all of which
contain unversal messages which
children of all ages can relate to.

Playhouse in the Park's middle school group, Intermission, will perform "F lashback!" on Saturday, Feb.
23, at 2 p.m. at the Playhouse. The play will then tour area elementary schools. "Flashback!" is an entertaining Yiew of childhood, from kindergarten through dating and growing up. Pictured above during
rehearsal are the cast members: David Grabes, Tracy Peryine, Joey Royalty, Sarah Scrseary, Adam
Meloan and Jessica Jones. Stage managers are Rachel Cella and Wade Denton, with costumes and props
by Audrey Bedwell and Melanie Slemmer. The play is directed by Pat Clement.

Osborne Brothers concerned
with future of Bluegrass music
By JOE EDWARDS
11,,soctated Press Writer

Directed by Pat Clement, the cast
includes Tracy L. Pervine, David
Graves, Sarah McNeary, Joey Royalty, Jessica Jones, Wade Denton and
Adam Meloan. Other "Intermission "members working on the production
are Rachel Cella, Stage Manager,
Kcisa Bennett, Set: Audrey Bedwell,
Costumes; Melanie Stemmer, Props.
"Flashback!" is currently scheduled to tour to the following area
elementary schools: East Calloway,
North Calloway and Carter Elementary in Murray, Sharpe Elementary in
Benton and Sedalia Elementary in
Graves Co.
"Flashback!" will give one preview
performance for the general public on
Saturday,Feb. 23, at the Playhouse in
the Park. The show begins at 2 p.m.

The "Flashback!" cast and crew prepare for their Feb. 23 prey iew
performance at Playhouse in the Park, and for their subsequent tour
to area elementary schools. Pictured from left to right are: Sarah
McNeary, Joey Royalty, Jessica Jones, Rachel Cella, Tracy L. Persine, Wade Denton, David Graves and Adam Meloan. For more information call (502) 759-1752.

Murray

Choirs, orchestra
to perform at Lovett
Auditorium Feb. 24
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS

8-6076

SEARS

and runs 45 minutes. General Admis- more nil ormatioi. about "Flashback!
sion is $2 per person. Season Tickets or fritcrnt:ssion- eall the Ka l:OLINe at
do not include this production. For (501 , 7s').

!der &

titre

Feb. 14
Meeting — Camera Club, 7:00 p.m., Calloway County Public Library
meeting room. Newcomers invited.
Concert — MSU Wind Ensemble with Murray High School and Calloway
County High School bands, free, 7:30 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
Through February 17
Art exhibit — "Sticks" and "Time...Pieces," by Kentucky artists, free,
Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Feb. 21
Concert — Carrot McLoughlin and Bill Marx, Murray Civic Music
Association membership, 8:00 p.m., Tilghman High School, Paducah.
Feb. 22
Concert — MSU Wind Ensemble, Doug Elliot, trombonist, guest soloist,
admission, 8:00 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
Feb. 23
Concert — Quantate Senior Bands, free, 2:00 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
Children's Play — Flashback!, admission, 2:00 p.m., Playhouse in the.
Park.
Feb. 24
Concert — MSU combined choirs and Chamber Orchestra, admission,
4:00 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
Through March 2
Exhibit — "Lady of the Lake," 20 woven wall hangings by Philis Alvic,
based on the romantic poem of Sir Walter Scott, part of the "Scott Festival,"
free, Wrather West Kentucky Museum.

The Choral Union, the Concert
Choir and the Murray State University Chorale with the Chamber
Orchestra will perform two short
works by Mozart and Antonio Vivaldi's "Gloria,::_ which is a wellknown Baroque choir/orchestra
work which features several soloists as well.
The concert is scheduled for
Sunday, Feb. 24 at 4 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Tickets arc $5 for
adults and $2 for students and
senior citizens. Tickets are available at the Chamber of Commerce,
the Music Department office
(762-4288) and at the door.
The Choral Union rehearses on
Monday nights from 7-9 p.m, the
orchestra rehearses on Monday
nights and Wednesday nights from
6:30-9 p.m., and the combined
rehearsal for choirs is Monday,
Feb. 18 from 7-9:30 p.m. in Room
214 of the Fine Arts Building. The
dress rehearsal on the Lovett Stage
is Tuesday, Feb. 19, from 6-7:45
p.m.

$399.88.
• A

$314.44'
S15 MONTHLY

• 34 function remoth
• 2 week 8 eve-*'

Cut $10

Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

$10 MONTHLY

** * ** ** * * * * * *
Kenmore

An Exciting, Timed Event!

Saturday, Feb. 16 at 7 p.m.
MSU Exposition Center
Adults - 3.00 Students - 2.00

• Auto over
waist high
Droller
• Storage drawer

Only
$54999

'••• "Nrk

Only

Kenmore 21.6 Cu. ft. *
refrigerator dispenses *
ice/water thru door
• Adjustable glass shelves *

$318.85•
$12 MONTHLY

crisper, meat pan
• 4 door shelves Handl
bin textured steel doors

Save 550

GET A MULTI BRAND TV VCR CABLE
REMOTE CONTROL

.5

5

punks!
air+, lee& 21 re loreetbspereen
foe deo
,

most APPLIANCES IN-STOCK

SEAM

,
rnelgegMemeetZererw,79rwriliI)C
'
S)'

Asvamismoinipmesillisoilmoomomlw
\

• 3 wash levels
• Pots pans cycle

$999.99

'Sponsored by the MSU Horseman's D,,b

•

dishwasher

self-cleaning
electric range

TEAM PENNING -

\

$10 MONTHLY

Kenmore

Auto Rental

TrarerZW:12.71,11121,11

Save $15$204.99.

$129.99.

kerpong

1/TX11rsrrzAdr
3•77LAITTZPLI•ltZ

*** *

Goldstar
VCR

• A J.

."
11111

For Cattlemen & Horse Lovers

Read the
want ads daily

* ***** *** * * * * * *
*

* ** * ** **
Kenmore .6 cu. ft.
microwave
• 50(i

Gas model

i'Bryan

LXI 19 inch color TV

4-terrIperat,,rrc dr-yr,

A NEW EVENT!
"21446

* * * * ** * * * *

2-speed, 10-cycle washer
• Dua: ac
• Multipi(•i.
tempw

/17,7A1491.211wavu„...6.102S671/a/INTS,

)85709

I

Kenmore extra-large
capacity laundry pair

8-5502

Katie

"America's Funniest People" is am to 3 p.m. looking for t.fi
coming to Carbondale, IL, Paducah, uausually talented peopled Exec
and Cape Girardeau, MO looking for live Producer Vin Di Bona,says '0..:
a new kind of talent for the hit new show provides an outlet to Mc
television series. A television crew performer in all of us and give',
from the show will be in the area everyone a chance to •
February 15-18 to search for people talents and possibly
who have amusing or unusual talents, our weekly contest. And, it thc,re
ranging from wacky original songs chosen, they'll be seen this
and kids impressions of hosts Dave ABC, directly following An
Coulier and Arleen Sorkin to funny Funniest Home Videos In; .•
pct antics. The area's own WSII. Jar, "America's Funniest Peop,c
Channel 3 and Carbondale's WCI1.- searching for jokes,
•
FM 101.5, Paducah's WDDJ Max. r)rls, sound effects a: ,
imum Hits 97 FM and Cape Girar- parodies, as well as lip-syif-:cing to
deau's KGMO 100.7 FM will he favorite records, unusual ph y sical
working along side our ow n crews to comedy, novel singing and dancing
help discover the city's -Funniest routines. and just about anything else.
People.
Anyone and everyone wIth ',fiat bit
"America's Funniest People's
camera crew will he in Carbondale of unusual talent. is invited to the
with WCIL FM 101.5 on Friday. Feb. auditions. For more inforrr,ation
15, at Southern Illinois University. (213) 662-51(w. Some appointment:,
will he set up advance and
sponsored by the Student Programare urged to
a.s sour; as
ming Council in the Student Center
Roman Room from 1() a.m. to 3 p m., send a tape to -AMC7..‘
People." P.O. Box s,x!.11:.4;
in Paducah with WDDJ 97 FM on
Saturday, Feb. 16,:at Kentucky Oaks IA 90078. Erk. i)\c
Mall in the Center Court from I 1 a.m. money order:fir ;„1.(4,,
to be returned
'• ;
to 5 p.m.: in Cape Girardeau, MO w ith
or misdirected tape
KGMO 100.7 FM on Sunday. f.ch
family members
(
17, at West Park Mall in the (crier
•
ABC and V;7; 1)]
Vourt from 2:30 p.m. to 4:10 p
and in Carbondale. II. with WC1L FM
.101.5 on Monday. Feb. 18.a:
sity Mall in the Center Coy.: '•

for immediate delivery

CENTER
APPLIANCE Se ELECTRONICS

,erns not shown are rearley araoatee as aaverttsai
Or, Orgeay floor nen,s
'

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
753-240
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Hoopful romantics

Laker frosh
fall to MCHS
in title game

Coaches' wives share
high and lows of success

Daniel T.
PARKER

Staff Roport

By DAVID RAMEY

Sports
Wrangler

Murray Left*/ I Timms Sports

Ledger I Times Mot Seeds Editor

You won't find Kathy Newton, Joyce Moms or Rhonda Holland sitting
on the bench at Racer Arena, but the men who do direct the Murray State
Racers say they arc an important part of the Murray State =M.
it certainly takes an angel to be a coach's wife, and especially to be
the positive influence on the head coach as Kathy is to me," Racer coach
Steve Newton said
A solid marriage, in this day and age where divorce rates rise quicker
than the national debt, is a task in itself, and compounding that challenge
with the pressures of college athletics makes for a difficult mix
The women behind the men in Racer basketball have to accept long
hours away from their husbands, the tough pressures to win, and the highprofile nature of the athletic successes -- and failures
"I don't look at it as any different." Kathy Newton said "You do have
to put up with some different things, like wins and losses You have peaks
and valleys. but Steve and try to keep those in perspective The wins are
rso
derful and the losses are so severe, that it can be a very emotional
ide."
At Murray State. that nde is shared by three pairs of roundball
romances - the veteran, the all-American, and the rookie
• • • •
Kathy Newton, wife of Murray State coach Steve Newton, spends
THE VETERAN
much of her quality family time at basketball games.
Even though her husband is a two-time OVC Coach of the Year and
With son Jay a guard at Calloway County High School, Kathy Newton
has won three straight conference tiU, Kathy Newton has seen plenty of
sees
plenty of basketball during the winters. She keeps score in the stands
wins and losses in her husband's long basketball career.
"Experience has been a wonderful teacher," New
"You learn in at all the games she goes to.
"I'm very intense during games," Newton said. "I like to keep in touch
I:me not to take the losing so personally."
with what is happening on the court and follow each player closely."
Kathy Newton teaches physical education at Southwest Elementary
She sits behind the opposing bench, partly because sometimes she finds
School, and sports has been a very important part of the Newton family
herself, like any fan, wondering out loud. She says she second-guesses her
life. Kathy has herself experienced coaching on the high school level, in
husband sometimes.
girls' softball and girls' soccer.
"I'll wonder sometimes how come we're not doing this, or that, or how
"Basketball is very much a part of our lives." Newton said. "We look
come he's not calling a timeout." Newton said. "When he gets home
forward to every season, and we don't *ant them to end. Sports has given
sometimes. I'll put my 50 cents in and he'll explain it to me."
us a ,ot of enjoyment."
(Coned OA page I3i

DRAFFENVILLE — The Calloway County Laker freshmen team
fell to Marshall County in the
championship game of the Fourth
District Freshmen Tournament
Wednesday night.
Calloway dropped a 41-29 decision to the host Marshals, and
closed their season at 8-10.
The Lakers fell behind 11-0, and
although they rallied by scoring the
next nine points, Marshall size and
strength undid the Lakers in the
long run.
"We got down to start the game,
and we were climbing uphill the
whole game," Laker coach Randy
McCallon said. "They arc just so
big inside. They were just too big
and too physical for us and we
couldn't rebound with them."
Calloway was led by Wes Cog dell and Ricky Boyle, who tossed
in nine points each.
McCallon was very happy with
the Laker season, as this 9th-grade
group of Lakers had not had much
success in middle school.
"I feel like the kids did a super
job." McCallon said. "We were
district runner-ups and we made a
lot of great strides. The kids were
well-disciplined and coachahle and
made a great deal of progress over
the year."

Showtime comes to Rupp as Kentucky whips Vols
By 1.4,KE EMBRY
Assoc ,a tod Press Sports Wrttor

LEXINGTON. K. -- Showume
ca. • P -7;:, Arena.
!ormer coach of -the
Los .kngeies Lakers. spoke to the
16tn-rarked Kentucky Wildcats
before their Southeastern Conferer,ce game Wednesday night
aga.ns: Tennessee.
Riley attended the game as a
-•,:miser of "Rupp's Runts," the
Kentucky team that finished
runner-up to Texas Western (now.
Texas-El Paso) in the 1966 NCAA
tournament They were honored in
a pre-game ceremony.
"(Riley) told them they were
hasing a season where they could
be callt.d back in ;325 years." said
Ker,tucky coach Rick Pitino. "The
guys came out and were on fire."
itichie Farmer completed a
three-point play and Jeff Brassow
hit a 3-pointer in the opening 106
as Kentucky i18.5 overall. 10-3
SEC; •,' ,.-nned to a 6-0 lead and
• • .ick in snapping a two4ame.
Hanson. Junior Braddy
each hit 3-pointers
• -.- that increased
with 12:38
7e7-.4ning in the half.
Tennessee !9-15. 3-10) sliced the
•

lead to 30-21 after Jay Price's
8-foot bank shot with 647 left in
the half.
Hanson scored nine points in the
last five minutes of the half and six
points during a 14-2 run to open
the second half as Kentucky built
the margin to 59-35, its largest of
the game.
Hanson, a senior center, finished
with a career-high 28 points and
had 12 rebounds.
"I told him he's got six games
,ef: as a Wildcat and he's got to

make these the best six games of
his career," said Pitino.
"He (Pitino) told me to be more
assertive on the court and that's
what I tried to be." said Hanson.
"He didn't exactIy take me to the
woodshed. I haven't been hurting
the team. We jus sat down anO.
talked about how I could do
better."
Tennessee rallied to 74-65 after
Price's layup with 4.55 to go, but
the Volunteers then turned the ball
over fo.-r straight times. Kentucky

conserted the mistakes into two
free throws apiece by Brassow.
Farmer and Dcron Feldhaus for an
80-65 lead with three minutes left.
"We were not adjusting to the
press." said Tennessee coach
Wade Houston. "It seemed like
every chance we had to get it under
nine points, things happened that
wouldn't allow us to get it below
eight or nine."
Kentucky scored 32 points off 27
Tennessee turnovers.
Allan Houston scored 26 poinLs,

followed by Carlus Groves with 12
and Ronnie Reese 10 for
Tennessee.
"It was a great experience for
our players," said the Tennessee
coach. "We had two freshmen and
three sophomores out there. I
would have been disappointed if
we didn't make a run at them, but I
wasn't surprised at our slow start."
Both teams play at home on
Saturday, with Kentucky facing
Mississippi and Tennessee taking
on Florida in SEC encounters.

Homecoming
UK honors 25th anniversary of Rupp's legendary team
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) - Members of Kentucky's 1%5-66 team.
nicknamed "Rupp's Runts" because no starter was taller than 6-foot-S.
marked their 25th anniversary in a ceremony before the Kentucky.
Tennessee game.
The team, coached by Adolph Rupp, won 27 of 29 games. losing in the
NCAA title game to Texas Western, now Texas-El Paso.
After the players were introduced Wednesday night, the school pep
band played ''My Old Kentucky Home" as they stood at the middle of
the floor.
The starters for that team were Pat Riley and Larry Conley.. both 6-3, at
forward: Thad Jaracz. 6-5, at center; and Tommy Kron, 6-5. and Louie
Dampier. 6-foot, at guards.
-"It's great for me." Riley said of the reunion. "It's thc first time for
me in Rupp Arena. It's nice to get back and see everybody."
With Conley and Kron setting up the h,gh-scoring Riley and Dampier.
Kentucky won its first 23 games. Tennessee beat the Wildcats 69-62 at

Knoxville. Tenn., to finish the unbeaten streak.
"Around Christmas, we realized we could beat teams," Kron said.
Kentucky beat Dayton, with 7-0 Henry Finkel, and Michigan, with
high-scoring Cazzie Russell, to advance to the Final Four at College Park,
Md. leihe semifinals, top-ranked Kentucky beat No. 2 Duke 83-79 in a
game most observers felt would decide the national champion.
The next night. however, coach Don Haskins unleashed the pressure
defense and patient offense that has since become his trademark at the El
Paso school. and Texas Western, ranked No. 3, beat Kentucky 72-65.
. Riley and Dampier earned All-American status and played pro
basketball.
Riley also coached the Los Angeles Lakers to four NBA titles before
retiring after last season, and was voted coach of the decade of the 1980s
by The Associated Press. He now works in television, as does Conley,
who was doing color commentary for Wednesday night's game.

Arkansas rebounds from loss to UNLV with rout
By The Associated Press
One of sport's more famous
theories :s the one about a letdown.
It's hard for a team to keep playing
at a sky-high pace. especially after
a loss.
Arkansas almost proved the
theory before asserting itself
against
Wednesday
night
The
ranked Razorbacks
were playing for the first time
since having their 20-game winning streak broken by top-ranked
['CIA on Sunday
The only thing Texas Tech and
UNLV have in common is twoord n,ckriarnes starting with 'R.'
Ye! .he Red Raiders had Arkansas

down for 28 minutes before the
Razorbacks rallied for an 87-0
victory.
"It was hard for us to get t4-; for
this game. especially after playing
UNLV," Arkansas' Todd Day said
"This is a big win for us.
"Coach was worried because he
didn't think we would be emotionally high enough to play this game
We just came out flat and didn't do
the things we normally do."
That Arkansas (24-2. 11-0 in
Southwest Conference) came out
flat was an understatement. The
Red Raiders (8-17. 4-8) led 10-1
and 15-3 and Arsas didn't pull
even until there were four minutes
left in the half Texas Tech still
managed a 38-37 halftime lead and

Arkansas didn't get a lead until
0ser Miller put the Razorbacks
-p 55-54 with 12:17 to play.
"In the first 20 minutes we tried
hard and worked, but we had too
many turnovers against a team
playing a half-court defense. The
turnovers were unforced." Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson said.
"In the second half we were more
intense. Our defense got some steals and we scored off them. Once
we gained some momentum we
played like we are capable of
playing."
Miller's basket was part of an
18-3 run by the Razorbacks, who
led by at least 11 points over the
final five minutes.
In other games involving ranked

teams Wednesday night, it was:
No. 5 Duke 74. Davidson 39; No. 6
Arizona 71, Arizona State 50; No.
8 North Carolina 85, Wake Forest
70: No. 13 St. John's 66, Boston
-College 60; No. 16 Kentucky 85,
Tennessee 74; No. 17 Nebraska 65,
Iowa State 57; No. 19 Virginia 84,
Fairfield 52: No. 20 Louisiana
State 98, Auburn 61; No. 21 Oklahoma State 77, Oklahoma 74; and
No 23 Mississippi State 84, Mississippi 77.
Texas Tech's Bernard Saulsbury
scored all 18 of his points in the
first half before the Razorbacks
turned up the defensive intensity.
"Arkansas started playing tough
and they wanted to blow us out of

the gym," Saulsbury said. "I
think we played a good 33 minutes
with the No. 3 team in nation."
That wasn't enough for a win.
"Of course we can get hotter
than a pistol. We had some open
shots and hit them to get a little
cushion. I thought it was a good
basketball game for 34 or 35
minutes." Texas Tech coach Gerald Myers said. "At the 7- or 8-minute mark, they made their run.
Their press hurt us a lot at the
end."
Arkansas had five players in
double figures, led by Let Mayberry and Arlyn Bowers with 15 each.
Miller and Todd Day had 13 each
and Ron Hucry added 11.

San Diego makes McGriff 37th player to reach $3 million plateau
NEW YORK AP) --- While Los Angeles Dodgers rightSan Diego would not confirm that a deal had been agreed
hander Tim Belcher lost his arbitration hearing on Wednes- to But Padres spokesman Jim Ferguson said an announcement
day, San Diego first baseman Fred MeGriff became the fifth- would be made Thursday.
best paid player baseball with a four-year. $15.25 million
Belcher, who made $450.000 last season. was awarded the
deal.
club's offer of S900.000 Wednesday by arbitrator Reg AlleyMcGriff. who becomes the 37th player to agree to a con- * rather than his request for $1.35 million.
tract worth $3 million a year or more, will earn an average of
Owners have won four of seven arbitration cases. RightS3.812,500 over the next four seasons The Padres have an hander Doug Drabek and Pittsburgh argued their case Wedoption for 1995 that could make the total package worth $19 nesday *fore arbitrator Raymond Goetz. Pittsburgh outfielder
million.
Bobby Bonilla and Toronto right-hander Willie Fraser are
McGriff, traded from Toronto to San Diego at the winter scheduled for hearings on Thursday.
meetings with Tony Fernandez for Joe Carter and Roberto
California outfielder Luis Polorna tripled his salary WedAlomar, batted .300 for the Blue Jays in 1990 with 35 homers nesday when the Angels settled with him at S770,000. Poloniand 88 RBIs. McGill' made $1.45 million last season.
a, who made 5220.000 in 1990, also can cam 575,000 in perUnder the new deal, he will get a SI million signing bonus, formance bonuses. Thirty-four players remain in arbitration
$2.5 million in 1991. 53.5 million in 1992, 54 million in 1993
In a free-agent signing on Wednesday, outfielder Glenn
and S3.75 million in 1994 The Padres have a $4.25 million Wilson agreed to a one-year contract with the Atlanta Braves
option for 1995 with a $500.000 buyout.
Also, the Seattle Mariners invited 13-year-old catcher Bob

Boone to spring training.
The 32-year-old Wilson, who is guaranteed S150.000 for
going to spring training, would get a $500,000 contract if he
makes the team. He could make as much as $750,000 if he
stays with the Braves for the entire season.
Wilson hit .245 with 10 home runs and 55 RBIs in 118
games with the Houston Astros last year. In his eight-year
career, Wilson has a .265 average with 98 homers and 521
RBIs.
Belcher, 29, was 9-9 with a 4.00 ERA last season. He
didn't pitch after Aug. 16 because of isore right shoulder and
had arthroscopic surgery Sept. 11 to remove torn cartilage in
the shoulder.
Polonic 26, was traded to the Angels by the New York
Yankees last April 29 for outfielder Claudell Washington and
pitcher Rich Monteleone. Polonia played 120 games last season, all but 11 with the Angels, and hit .335 with two home
runs, 35 RBIs and 21 stolai bases.
4
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Welcome to America, the home
of freedoms, a nation conceived
and constructed by the principles of
religious and political individuality
and populated by the seedlings of
countless foreign lands, a country
where the right to freedom of
expression is sacred enough to
fight for.
Now, do what we do, or get out.
• • • •
Marco Lokar quit Scion Hall's
basketball team Wednesday. Lokar
is an Italian. Lokar is also, by all
accounts, a man of religious conviction, deep conscience and personal feeling. If so, Lokar is one of
those types of men that built this
nation — one who refused to abandon his conscience in order to follow' public opinion or peer
pressure.
Lokar, who is not an American
citizen, and who does not support
the war in Iraq due to religious reasons, declined to wrap himself in
the flag. When the rest of Seton
Hall's players attached a small
American flag to their uniform
the latest fad in sports apparel
Lokar chose not to.
First, he faced the questions and
half-kidding comments of his teammates. Then, when the media
latched onto the story. Lokar was
subjected to the taunts and abuse of
the fans — even. some reports say.
Scion Hall's own fans.
Scion Hall athletic director Larry
Keating told Associated Press writer Ed Schuyler Jr. that Lokar
"would have gutted it out" against
the personal and public criticism if
element had not have
enter
the picture -- the telephoned threats to Lokar's pregnant
wile.
Now, someone refresh my memory. What is it that makes America
great? Is it the people who search
their conscience before making a
decision, and who stick by their
conscience in the face of external
pressures? Or is it the people who.
feeling so threatened by someone
who sees things differently than
they, make the brave, patriotic
decision to phone a pregnant
woman and harrass her under the
cloak of anonymity?
Or is it a small patch of red,
white and blue embroidery that
makes this country the land of the
free and the home of the brave?
I'm puzzled. When "our" troops
(side thought — why is it that at
every ballgame, we take "a
moment of silence" in honor of
"our" troops in the Persian Gulf,
with no mention of the English,
Italian, Syrian, Egyptian, et al, allies of "our" troops? Are they not
worthy of honor?) went to Saudi
Arabia at the start of "Desert
Shield," so many of us were outraged over the fact that the Saudis
imposed their customs upon American men and women. No alcohol.
No scantily-clad women. No displays of religious ornamentation.
That wouldn't happen here, we
said. Americans worship freedom
of thought and freedom of expression. We don't force foreigners to
adopt and accept our beliefs.
Someone want to tell Lokar that?
• • • •
Schuyler, in his "Last Call" column for the Associated Press, made
a couple of good points about the
Lokar affair:
"Would they have booed if
Lokar was averaging 25 points a
game?" Schuyler asked.
"It is possible," he writes, "there
are more than a few athletes on
both the college and professional
levels who arc wearing flags simply to escape the wrath of 'patriots'
in the stands or so as not to appear
to be separate from the team.'
There's the rub. Lokar is not the
only foreign athlete playing basketball in America; he wasn't the only
foreign athlete on Sewn Hall. He
also wasn't the only athlete to
oppose the war, or to feel uncomfortable about wearing the flag -which has been converted into a
symbol of support for the war
instead of a symbol of pride in our
heritage.
He wasn't the only one to feel
those feelings. He was, however,
brave enough to be honest and
forthright about his conscience.
• • •
"The consequences of my decihaveotibeenng quii3
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Actions& Reactions Hoopful

lc

Times

Local
Gateway County High School will hold Home
corning festivities between junior varsity and
relay games F riday night as Jeffrey Gymna
sium The class of 1987 wilt also be honored
during the night

Tennis — local
The Kenlake Tennis Center in Aurora is scion
wring a USIA sanctioned youth immamern
March 910, beginning at 9 am with male and
female age divisions for players age 12 18
Prizes will be awarded, for more information
call 474-7211, ax' 2106 by March 2

Scholastic awards
Murray Stales lea Ann Allen and Reggie Ken
nedy were named as two of the Oho Valiey
Conferences six 'OVC Scholar Athlete' award
winners in the tenth year of the award, chosen
by the OVC's lacuky representatives Selection
prlor
for the award iti based upon athletic a
mance, academic performance and evidence of
earn
a
leadership To quality, the athlete must
varsity later in his/her sport, maintain a minimum 3 2 CPA and have participated in activi
ties where qualifies of leadership have been
demonstrated
•Atien has been a 4 year starter on the Lady
Racer volleyball tearn and has served as team
captain tor the past three years The middle
blockeranacker was selected First Team All
OVC in 1988, and Second learn AILOVC in
1989 and 1990 Allen was selected Scholastic
All American in 1987-88, voted to the GTE,'
CoSIDA Academic Ali American team in
1989.90, and chosen as MSU's Scholar Athlete
in 1989-90 A member of two honor societies,
Allen is maloring in computer science and
mathematics and has a 3 74 CPA
•Kennedy, an inside linebacker on the MSU
football team, has earned lour varsity letters
dunng he career A member of the 1.6.0 Foot •
ball 3 0 Club, he was awarded an OVC Medal
of Honor in 1989-90 and has been a member of
the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll for the
past two years An active member in Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity, Kennedy also belongs
to the American Society of Safety Engineers
and the ODK National Honor Society He has
made the dean's list three times Wionng in
Occupational Safety and Health, Kennedy has
a 341 GPA.
•Other winners of tne OVC Scholar Athlete
award were James Appel of Morehead State
(toolbar), Ruth Charlton of Morehead State
(tennis), Cecilia Ramsey of Tennessee Tech
(basketball), and Robert Teague of Eastern
Kentucky (baseball)
• nine athletes have been named OVC
Scholar Athletes in the len years of the award
(only two men were selected in 1988 89 01
that number 14 have been Murray Sta,e
students
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Baseball
NEW YORK - Riche Phillips, executive direc
!Or Of the Maio( League Umpires Association.
said he tears a spring training lockout of
umpires by mayor league owners despite con
tract negotiations which he described as on
schedule Last week Phillips wrote the umpires,
whose contract expired Dec 31, warning that a
spring training lockout looms as a real possibili
ty The owners locked payers out of spring
training for 32 days in a contract disOute last
year
• • • •
HOUSTON — Any discussion Of the Houston
Astros' 1992 schedule now must include politics
and religion Owner John McMullen rented out
the Astrodome for the Republican Convention
for one month in August 1992 without the
approval of the National League, possibly tom
,rig the Astros to schedule home games at
another facility McMullen said the New Orleans
Superdome a a possibility to play host to some
of the displaced Astros home games scheduled
between Jury 27 Aug 23 next year when the
Republicans will take up residence in the Astro
dome But there are also scheduling problems
with the Superdorne, which has two religious
conventions booked during August 1992.
Superdome general manager Bob Johnson said
Wednesday
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PHILADELPHIA — Top seeded Ivan Lendi
defeated Guillaume Raoux of France 13-1, 7-5 in
the second round of the US Pro Indoor tournament In other second round matches, thirdseeded Brad Gilbert defeated Tomas Carbonell
of Span, 6-3. 6 3 and fourth-seeded John
Manroe beat Alexander Mrorkz of France 6-1,
62 In third round matches, ninth seeded Petr
Konia of Czechoslovakia defeated Wayne Far
reira of South Africa 7-S. 7-6 (7-3), and Kevin
Curren upset 11th-seeded Darren Cahill of Aus
tralia 6-7 (7-9), 6-3, 7-6 (7-2)
• • • •
BRUSSELS, Belgium — Top seeded Bons
Becker beat Alexander Volkov of the Soviet
Union 6-413 6,1.3 in the first round of the Don
In another kV nay Indifampionship
round match, Christian Saceanu of Germany
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Murray High School's game at Marshall County
on Friday night, orginally scheduled as a Junior
varskykrarsity boys' doubieheader, has become
a tnple header as a result of schedule rear
rargement due to the Tigers' involvement in the
All'A" state tournament last week last Thurs
days Lady Tiger game at Marshall County was
postponed so that tans could go to Friday's
All 'A game in Lexington, arid it was originally
announced that the game would be reset for
Monday, Feb 18
•Instead, the game has been added onto the
slate for Friday night According to Tiger head
coach Cary Miller, the treleheader stans Friday
night with the Junior varsity boys playing a shot
toned game at 530. followed by the varsity
game between trieTigers and Marshals at
approximately 830 The lady Tigers arid Lady
Marshals will then compete the three game set
following the boys' game
•
also announced that one of next week's
games will have to be cancelled and another
may be moved No final decision has yet been
made on which games will be ariecte4

were (Na -

• • • •
EASTERN CONFERENCE
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EAST RU THE Rf ORD. NJ — Marco Lokar quit
the Seton Hall team and withdrew from the uni
versity. saying he and his wife received threats
after he refused to wear the American flag on
his uniform to show support for troops in the
Persian Gull Lokar said in a statement that he
and his wife planned to return to his home in
Italy so she could complete her pregnancy in
peace and tranquility
• • • •
The defending NBA champion Detroit Pistons.
lor the first time in their three seasons at The
Palace, have lost two straight games They tell
105-101 Wednesday night to Indiana, which
had lost live in a row 'We have to learn to play
harder, especially at home," Detroit coach
Chuck Daly said 'We have to realize we're just
an average team right now Everyone thinks
we're Paying hard, but we're no, especially at
home And I don't know what lies ahead on the
road" Micheal Williams.who played lor the Pistons as a rookie, did not miss a shot and scored
21 points as Indiana ended a five game losing
streak against Detroit Williams was 8 for 8
from the field and 5 for-5 from the foul line The
Pistons are 8-3 since losing Isiah Thomas to
wnst surgery Detroit has lost tour of the last
five, including a 95 93 defeat at home against
Chicago before the All-Star break
•Meanwhile. the Atlanta Hawks, who have won
16 in a row at home, lost their eighth straight on
the road. They got routed by New Jersey, of all
teams, which stopped its own seven game skid
with a 140-106 rout, the Nets' highest scoring
game of the season it was lust a stinko game
for us," Hawks coach Bob Weiss said "There's
nothing else to say We tried doing everything,
but it lust didn't work. We have to pull up our
socks and go on from here" In other games,
the Los Angeles Laker' beat Minnesota
120 106 and Cleveland defeated Dallas 95 93
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upset third seeded Andre Agassi 6 3, 7-6 19 7)
In second round matches second seeded Ste
tan Edberg of Sweden defeated Magnus Gut
mason of Sweden 60, 64 and fourth seeded
Guy F orget of Franc, beau F duardo Masso of
Belgium St 6
• • • •
SAO PAULO, &all/ — Thwirry Tulasne of
France and Cease Mona of Brazil advanced to
the second round ol the St Remy tournament
Nato* led Felipe Rivera of Chia 16 4, 3 1
when Rivera retired with an intured left leg
Mona beat Thomas Harlin of Sweden 64 8 3
• • ••
CHICAGO — Top seeded Martina Navrahlova
and fourth seeded Jennifer Capnali advanced
to the quarterfinals of the Virginia Slims of Chi
c,ago with second round victories Navratilova
beat her doubles partner Pam Stirrer 7-6)7 3),
6 1 and Cat:Kiwi recovered from a 1-4 deficit in
the first set to defeat Tami Whithnow 64, 6
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Track and field
MADRID, Span — American spnnter Leroy
Burrell. upset that his world record in 60 meters
was nullified because he lumped the gun, ran
the distance a second time and again set a
record Burrell had run 6 40 seconds in the first
race, but Judges ruled he left the starting blocks
too soon When the iudges announced their
decision. Burrell shouted, ' Let's run again
now The Judges decided to repeat the race
after 10 minutes, and Burrell then clocked 648
setting the word record The previous record
was held by American Lee McRae with a time
of 650 set in Indianapolis on March 7, 1987

Horse racing
LOS ANGELES - A woman who worked as a
bookkeeper for thoroughbred trainer Charles
Whittingharn was sentenced to four years state prison for embezzling nearly Si 5 million
from him Sally Ann Stubblefield, 54, was also
ordered by Los Angeles Superior Court Judge
Reginald Dunn to pay Whit/Ingham $150,000
restitution Stubblefield pleaded no contest in
November to one count of grand theft and three
counts of forgery The prosecutor said Stubble•
field forged more than 500 checks in the names
of Whiningharn's former employees, then depo
sited the checks in her bank account over a
five-year penal

(Coned from page 12)
But most of the time, Kathy Newton says her husband leaves the
basketball in Racer Arena or at his office in Stewart Stadium.
"Steve does a very good job of leaving things at the office," she said.
"lie may show some concern, but most of the time, he puts those things
away. I couldn't tell you who we're recruiting, or anything like that. He
will tell me if someone is sick or injured."
The amount of time spent on the road — scouting, recruiting, competing -- is very demanding on family life. As head coach, Newton doesn't
travel as much as he used to in his days at Mississippi State, when NCAA
rules did not limit contact with recruits.
When he was recruiting Bulldog standout Ricky Brown, for example,
hc saw every high school game Brown played in his senior year.
"That's the tough part of the job," Kathy Newton said. "Being separated and having to pick up the slack as a parent. The Mississippi State
days, even though they were great for Steve's career, arc not fond memories. We had three little ones and he was gone all the time. But you get by
with friends and family."
Those friends and family may have been the reason Steve Newton
decided to stay in Murray in the spring when he was offered the coaching
position at Lamar.
"That was a very difficult time," Kathy Newton recalled. "We all
wanted what was best for Steve, but we knew what a nice life we had
here in Murray. We had to let Steve work those things out on his own."
"She does an excellent job of balancing our family and our home life
with our vocations," Steve Newton said. "And it would be very difficult
for any coach to have much success without the support of his family. I
know I could never be as successful as we've been if it wasn't for Kathy."
• • • •
THE ALL-AMERICAN
Joyce Morris met her husband when they were freshmen in high school
back in their hometown of DcGraff, Ohio. Craig Morris was an all-state
basketball player and, of course, Joyce was a cheerleader.
They got married when Craig transfered from Indiana to Morehead
State, so Joyce has seen her husband live with basketball from both sides,
as a player and a coach.
"I think a loss hurts a coach more," she said. "When he war. a player,
he took the losses a much different way. He was ready to play another
game. As a coach, he thinks about it a lot more, and he looks at the film,
and studies it, and takes it a lot tougher."
Joyce Morris grew up in a sports-minded family, so she's used to the
highs and lows of an athletic life. Craig has moved from Morehead to
Winchester, back to Morehead, and on to Murray. He's also felt the pressure of being a head coach.
"He works harder and longer as an assistant in college than he did as a
high school coach," Joyce Morris said. "But I don't really see much of a
difference. I was real plecased when he got the job at Murray State."
The Morriscs have two children. Kelli, age 11, and Kyle, who will turn
seven next week. Their father is on the road plenty, and Joyce Morris says
that's the hard part of the job.
"They work very long hours and they are on the road a lot," Joyce said.
"He misses out on a lot of things he wants to see, especially with the kids.
But they understand that their Dad's working and that's part of the job,"
Joyce said.
"I think it takes a special woman to be a coach's wife," Craig Morris
said. "She's very low-keyed and very understanding and does a real good
job of knowing when to ask and when not to ask."
• •

•

•

THE ROOKIE
Rhonda Holland admits that she's still learning basketball, lg months
after her marriage to James Fiolland.
"I knew what he did all along," she said. "We talked about it before we
got married, and he tried" to prepare me for everything."James Holland has quickly developed a reputation as a top-notch
recruiter, but his time on the road hasn't bothered his wife as much as she
thought it would.
"He's not gone as much as I thought, he would be," she said.."It's very
lonely when he's gone, Sometimes I go with him, but he never gets tired
of basketball, and he knows sometimes I do."
So sometimes while her husband is shopping for high-prized talent,
Rhonda takes to the 'mall. But losing, something that hasn't come with
any regularity in the first two seasons of their marriage, is something she
hasn't got used to.
"I'm still learning how to handle that," Rhonda Holland said. "James
has a very mild temperament, and it's hard to read him sometimes. Usually, after a loss, it takes him about an hour to put it behind him."
"She epitomizes what a coach's wife should be," James Holland said.
"She's very supportive and she can read betwen the lines and know when
I need her to listen."
Rhonda is expecting a baby in May, so there will be some more adjustments for the Hollands.
"I'm sure it's going to be an adjustment," she said. "But it's real exciting, and we're looking forward to it."
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Thursday 2/14
Lady Tigers:JV at Ballard Mer-or
Friday 2115
JWIligerstady Tigers at Marshal
Tuesday 2/19
Tgers/JV host Hickman Couoy'
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Horne Office
Bloomington Illinois
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HEAVY DUTY WASHER

"In order to complete her pre(Cont'd from page 12)
me," Lokar said Wednesday in a gnancy in tranquility and peace
statement made through the univer- (which is more important than anysity. "I have received many threats thing else to us), we have decided
directed both at me and my wife, to return to our hometown, Trieste.
"Peace be with you."
Lara, so that our life has become
And to you, Mr. and Mrs. Lokar.
very difficult here.
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NOW OPEN

Hockey
The Boston Bruins left little doubt about who's
No 1 in the Adams Division The Bruins continued their recent surge by scoring four third period goals to rout the second-place Montreal
Canadiens 7•4 Wednesday night Craig Janney
and John Carter converted Montreal turnovers
into breakaway goals early in the third period
and Wes Walt and Cam Neely added insurance
goals as boos rained down on the Canadians
from the 16,902 spectators at The Forum It
was the Bruins' ninth win in their last 11 games
Three of the victones have come against the
Canadians, including a pair of victories at The
Forum Boston leads Montreal by eight points
and is three points ahead of St Louis in the
overall NHL standings
am n other NHL games, it was the New York Ran
gers 6, New JeNsey 3, Buffalo 8, Minnesota 6.
Philadelphia 6, Toronto 3, and Hartford 6,
Detroit 2
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Self-Esteem

Police arrest man who says bomb was joke
Police today
TOKYO IAP)
arrested a Japanese man after he
jokingly pretended to have a bomb
on a U.S-bound airliner, causing
the plane to fly back to Tokyo as a
p(ecaution.
The man told police that after
telling a stewardess that a waddedup air sickbag was a bomb, he
repeatedly added "This is a joke,"
said an official of the Chiba Prefectural (State) Police
The official. speaking on condition of anonymity, said police
arrested Hiromu Kato, 48, for the
alleged violation of am -hijacking
laws by obstructing a plane's
operation.
Kato. a construction official who
was on a company trip, could face
a maximum sentence of 10 years in
prison if convicted, the official
said.
United Airlines Flight 58 landed
at Tokyo's international airport at
Nunn shoriv afte7 midnight, five

hours after taking off for San Francisco and about three hours after
turning back
None of the 2% passengers and
crew of 20 aboard the Boeing
747-100 jetliner was hurt, officials
said. The passengers were put up in
local hotels before the flight
departed again for San Francisco.
Bob Leu, a United Airlines official in Tokyo. said Japanese police
experts examined the contents of
the airsickness bag and concluded

Fireworks factory explodes
injuring dozens in Dutch town
CULEMBORG, Netherlands
(AP) - A large explosion npped
through a fireworks factory today,
causing dozens of injunes and
widespread damage in the outskirts
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that it contained no hazardous
matenals.
Officials said the plane never
sent a hijack alarm.
United spokeswoman Sarah Dornicker said in Chicago dunng the
incident that "it is unequivocally
not a hijack." She described the
return to Tokyo as a "securityrelated matter."
.x She said the captain had "full
command of the aircraft," and that
the passengers watched a movie as
the plane flew back.
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of this central Dutch town. police
and eyewitnesses said.
Two employees were reporicz
missing and 30 to 40 people suffered slight injunes from flying
glass and rubble, according to
Deputy Mayor Jan Koedijk.
There was no immediate word
on what may have caused the blast
at the plant VA miles outside of
town.
The two missing were among a
group of between five and seven
workers who were at the MS Fireworks factory when the blast
occurred around noon, Koedijk told
a city hall news conference.
Several hundred pounds of unex•
ploded powder inside the plant
hampered police arid firefighters in
their efforts to determine the exact
number of casualties, said Deputy
Police Chief Fcbo Naayer.
Two hours after the explosion.
smoke was pounng from the plant
as police set up a 600-yard safety
radius around the factory, fearing
further explosions.
Chunks of concrete and steel
were scattered around nearby
fields.
Eyewitness Hendrik Werndly
said "First I thought it was a sonic
boom_ Then I looked over and I
saw a huge cloud of smoke and
fireworks exploding."
Another witness told Dutch
Radio that the explosion caused
severe damage to nearby homes.
"The roofs were ripped off.
There are fragments of beams
everywhere, chuncks of concrete
with the steel jutting out. Doors
have been torn from their frames,"
said the witness, who was identified only by his last name.
Breed ijk.
One woman bystander was
injured by flying glass. he said.
The radio report said windows
were shattered throughout Culembourg as well as Leerdam. about
2 rrules away.
/
41
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A non-credit course is currently being offered on the Murray State Unisersity campus entitled,
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Department
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see. The class is co-sponsored by the
and Calloway County Schools.

Nunn offers to leave Forgy campaign
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — For- Nunn says he may resign to form a
mer Gov. Louie Nunn says he "Keep Hopkins in Congress"
plans to -stay on as chairman of group to argue that Hopkins
Larry Forgy's bid for the Republi- shouldn't give up a congressional
can nomination for governor but scat and committee seniority that
offered to leave because of attacks are valuable to the party and Kenfrom Forgy's opponent, Larry tucky farmers.
Nunn offered to leave the chairHopkins.
But Hopkins' campaign mana- manship Tuesday night during a
ger, state Sen. David Williams of speech at a Forgy organizational
Burkesville, said Nunn and Forgy meeting in Somerset. The offer
were playing a trick to distance came during a new round of attacks
themselves from each other between the two campaigns.
After Nunn made the offer, Forbecause of "irrational statements"
Nunn has been making about the gy asked him to reconsider, and
Nunn said Wednesday he planned
Hopkins campaign.
Hopkins represents Kentucky's to stay.
Forgy and Nunn said Forgy was
6th District in the U.S. House.

Nunn said he was reacting to a
comment Hopkins made Monday
night in responding to Forgy's suggestion that they make frequent
joint appearances. Hopkins s g-.
gested that Forgy debate Nu n,
because Forgy is running
campaign-reform platform while
"Louie Nunn knows about gathering in money."
On Wednesday. Williams turned
that aspersion against the campaign
1 attack on the
chairman int
candidate.

'Huck Finn' manuscript found
The
LOS ANGELES (AP)
handwritten original first half of
Mark Twain's "Huckleberry Finn- differing considerably from the
published version — has been
found in an attic, a discovery hailed as an extraordinary literary find.
The 665-page manuscript, which
Twain gave to a Buffalo. N.Y..
librarly, had been lost for more than
a century. Twain scholars hope to
reunite it eventually with the sec-

ond half, which has been at the
library since the 1880s.
"Finding it is far beyond what
anyone believed could have happened." said Robert H. Hirst, general editor of the Mark Twain Project at the .University of California,
Berkeley, where Twain's letter are
kept.
The rough draft was found last
fall by the granddaughter of the
library curator Twain originally

School superintendent will not file suit
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
State school Superintendent John
Brock said today he has dropped
his plans to challenge the 1990 law
that stripped all of the duties from
his office because he has no money
to pursue the legal action.
Brock said he had contacted the
attorney general's office and the
Finance Cabinet for assistance in
filing the lawsuit. "Both of these
avenues have failed," Brock said
in a statement released by his
office
The 1990 Education Reform Act
gutted the office of superintendent
of public instruction, placing most
of its duties in the appointed posiuon of commissioner of education.
Brock said he still believes the
issue should be challenged in court.
He noted that constitutional amend-

not aware of Nunn's offer until he
heard him make it before more
than 100 people in Somerset_

mcnts to eliminate the office of
superintendent completely were
defeated by the electorate as recently' in 1986.
Brock said his desire to challenge the 1990 law is not a reflection on the new commissioner,
Thomas Boysen.
"I am on record in support of a
commissioner of education and
have no doubt the Legislature has
the authority to create such,''
Brock said. "My intention all
along has been to restore meaningful duties and a reasonable salary
to future superintendents of public
instruction and in so doing guarantee that provisions of the Kentucky
Constitution are upheld."
The post of superintendent,
required in the constitution, was
retained, but in vastly different

3M Meguiors - Sherwin Williams - Car Brite - Tremco - Pro

Automotive

Colors
Call about our
FREE Body Shop
supplies!

form.
Brock retains his salary of
S63,000 per year until his term
expires in January. But his successor will be given an annual salary
of only S3,000. In spite of that, 12
people have filed to run for the
office, eight Democrats and four
Republicans.

presented it to.
-The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn." published in 1884, is the
talc of an incorrigible boy who
escapes from "civilization" in a
small Midwestern town and sets off
on a series of adventures along the
Mississippi .River with a runaway
slave named Jim.
Ernest Hemingway called the
book the wellspring of the modern
American novel.
"If you had to think what would
be the greatest Amencan literary
manuscript, this would be it," said
Paul Needham, head of Sotheby's
book and manuscript department in
New York. Sotheby's analysts confirmed the text's authenticity.
With wide variations from the
published text, and about 20 pages
of narration by Jim that later were
deleted altogether, the newly found
manuscript promises to keep Twain
experts busy revising theories and
books for years to come.

Kremlin recalls ambassador
to Iceland, demands explanation
Olafur Egilsson. He said the Soviet
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet
ambassador would be recalled until
Union has recalled its ambassador
officials receive a satisfactory
to Iceland and demanded an explanation of Iceland's decision to explanation.
establish diplomatic tics with the
Iceland on Monday became the
secessionist Lithuanian republic, first country to formally recognize
the Foreign Ministry said
Lithuania's March declaration of
Thursday.
independence. All three Baltic
"Lithuania remains one of the republics
Lithuania, Latvia and
union republics of the Soviet Estonia — were absorbed into the
Union. Ignoring this fundamental Soviet Union in 1940 under a secfact is an attempt to interfere in the ret
pact between Adolph Hitler and
Soviet Union's internal affairs,"
Stalin.
Josef
spokesman Vitaly Churkin said.
Most Western countries never
any
against
warns
"Soviet Union
recognized the incorporation.
possible abuse of diplomatic chanIceland's parliament on Monday
nels and other international contacts. Such abuses on the part of endorsed its government's de facto
recognition of Lithuanian indepenIceland may entail very grave circumstances. The Foreign Ministry dence and authorized it to establish
expresses regret and expects to formal relations with Vilnius.
The move came a day after
receive clanfication," he said.
Lithuanians overwhelmingly
There was no immediate reaction
endorsed their government's indefrom Iceland to the recall.
Churkin read from a letter that pendence drive in a plebiscite that
was handed on Wednesday to Ice- President Mikhail Gorbachev
land's ambassador to Moscow, already said he would not accept.
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PUBLIC NOTICE

Gubernatorial candidate promises tax breaks if elected
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Dr.
Floyd G. Poore today promised to
make several tax cuts if elected
governor, but pledged he would not
reduce spending on education or
roads.
Poore said it would be 30 days
before he could produce numbers
to show how much tax money was
at issue and how he would compensate for it. His campaign has a task
force working on it, he said, but
the task force, "keeps getting conflicting answers."

A candidate for the Democratic
nomination, Poore said his proposed tax breaks were aimed at the
elderly, young couples and farmers.
His specific proposals included .
—Exempting the first $10,000 of
farm income from state income tax.
—Basing the sales tax on house
trailers and manufactured homes on
50 percent of the purchase price
instead of on 100 percent.
—Limiting sales taxes on new
and used cars and trucks to actual

pun hase pnces instead of basing
them on sticker prices and "blue
-- Exempting private pensions
from state income tax. Federal and
state pensions are already exempt.
—Eliminating inheritance taxes
on the first S600,1100 of any estate.
--Eliminating the weight and
distance tax on heavy trucks.
Although he had no figures,
Poore promised "there will be no
net loss to the state."
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He said he believed he could
make up the difference with a 5
percent across-the-board cut in
administrative expenses of nearly
all state agencies.
Poore said he would make an
exception for the department of
education, whose budget would be
untouchable.
Poore also promised that the
state Road Fund "will not be
harmed one iota" despite elimination of the weight and distance tax.
one of its main components.
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We love you!
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You're our special
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Lisa Nicole,
Our little Valeru.r.,
We love yoa •
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Happy Valentine's Day
to my two special Valentines, Leanna &
Shawn Jones
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Happy Valentine's Day
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Valentines, Rhanda &
Tony Miller
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Wesley Alexander
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs
Hugh Alexander
Dr & Mrs
Eldon Ileathcou
happy Valentine's
Day

Carson Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Big Sis,
Barclay
frytoliffki&AW
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Whitney Alexander
Granddaughter of
Mr & Mrs
llugh Alexander
Dr & Mrs
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happy Valeruine's 10
Day
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! Dean,
You are everything I've ever
dreamed of. I love you. Keep in
mind our special date, August
17, 1991.
All my love,
Karin
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Happy Valentine's Day. I love
you, and always will.
Forever yours,
Bill
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;Brenda. Happy Valentine's Day
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Adriane,
happy Valentine's
Day, Sweetheart
Love,
Mom & Dad''
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Cory Rutland.
With love Ow, special
Valentine
Mr & Mrs
Ernie Sheridan
Mr & Mrs
Don Rutland
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We love you'
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Grandpa Bob &
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Casey, Our lovable
Valentine,
Much love, t
i
Daddy & Eva, 0
Nana & Grandaddy,
Aunt Vona & Uncle
Rog 1

aleruint
Love,
Mandy
Brad

Austin,
We waited so long for •
you to appear, now
we're glad you're 1S+
'FINALLY" here
*
Love, Mom & Dad
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4 Holly Nicole,
Happy Valentine's Day.
Lots of Love,
Hugs & Kisses
Love, R.L.J.
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Grandma., & Papaw
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Mommy & Mamaw
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Aunt Dawn & Uncle lit
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I love you'
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Tasha,
happy Valentine's
Day'
Love,
Uncle Maxie &
Aunt Janeen

Matialyn Linty
I love all my Valentines. t
i
My parents are TIM &
Vicky Linzy
a.

Adam,
happy Valentine's
Day'
Love, .8,
Dude Maxie &
Aunt Janeena.
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Angela Ilalkias,
happy Valentine's t
Day!
Glen Beach, Marlene
Beach, °Ills Beach, ;
Ralph & Goldie Edwards, Spiro & Maria it
Ilalkias p.

To Jenny Lyn,
Our little sweetheart! 10
Love,'
Mom & Dad

To Cory & Kayla
t
Io,
The sweethearts of t
i
my life
.1
Love,:
Mommy

,*4.09laIt ww far wrr law9.09
-0499
- ,

ifiNVAWIPT000

•
•

00-00
-01#410-0
,
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Brawny,
You're our Valentine
Nanny & Papa
a.
VIIIP00viiivovs.vievvq0..A

C>kok

•

•

a.

sdkryss
!'s"littk

happy Valentine's Day
• to Jiggsi & Riddi,Papa
-1f.4 John, Mama Pat &
Grandma Lucy
From,
Patricia Marie
Lassiter

•t4

Rushy.•
I love you

Love, !la
10'
Chris

My Grand Valentines!
PaPa, Nanny, 0-Ma,
Wee, tla, Pa, Great
Nancy & Grannie'
fp
Love,
Justin Lee Parrish •

O.;

irs1111
WINVAltftittilitt*Aft#,

11.

.fori,*-40.4fvvfitiftitif0itTirWIft

iriestPv.tivartotik
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Samuel

/
1
44ipa //

Randall,
I'll always be your
Valentine
Love,
Pam

Grandpa
Philp'*.
>a Bob &
ly Fatless

f93.99,

\

‘•

•

•
••••••••,

Rua,
I love you, Babe
Jerry

4

1PVIF0y.graPlevlicav.

To both my Valentines
I love you!
Love,
Brenda
7WiNiiiiftWV&Tfdf
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CDeatt,

By Abigail
Situation
Wanted

Van Buren

Ten Commandments of Love
Are Guide to Family Harmony
DEAR READERS: What bet-

among us doe. not need to be forgi‘en?
Honor the Lord thy God all
the days of thy life, and thy children will rise up and call thee

ter da% to revive my Ten Commandments of Love! Yes, Dear
Readers.I actually had the chowpah to write my own Ten Commandments — but that Was more blessed.
than 20 years ago w hen I 'a as
younger and knew everything.
Originally. I had written two
1
I
sets ofcom mandments — one for
10men and one for women. Then
'". ii
an early feminist from Milwau- 114
H. .
kee wrote, demanding equality
for women, insisting there r..,.• r ••,, •
should be one set of command\
mentsfor both genders.She won.
So how is this for a gender
,
p•
I, ',WI
1 11.1i
.1
bender?
•
pt't
gi11.111tIrl
COMMANDMENTS
THE TEN
Ht41
tIC't
OF LOVE
•
Thou shalt put thy mate be'
• . '
thy
father,
thy
mother.
thy
fore
" •.
son and thy daughter for thy
LA! t - - H. L..
mate is thy lifelong companion.
TT ."
Abuse not thy body .with excessive food, tobacco or drink.
that thy days ma% he many and
healthful in the presence of th%
loved Ones.
Permit neither thy business
nor thy hobby to make of thee a
• .stranger to thy children, for the
most precious gift a parent
giveth his or her family is time.
Forget not the % irtue oftlean•
liness.
Make not thy mate a beggar,
hut willingly share with thy mate
thy wordly goods.
Forget not to say."I love you.
For even though thy love may he
constant,th% mate doth yearn to
hear those words.
Remember that the approN al
of thy mate is worth more than
the admiring glances of a
•\
hundred strangers. so (lease
\
unto thy mate. and forsake all
others.
DEAR ANONYMOCS: I think
Keep thy home in good repair.
for out of it cometh the joys of he "i•njoys" sa%ing a buck.
old age.
Forgi‘e with grace. For who

MAKE a friend For Lite,
European Australian Yu
gostavian high school or
change students arming
Host Families
August
Needed' Arnerican Inter
cultural Student Exchange
toll
free
Call
1 KO SIBLING

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
in
Specializing

front wheel drive.

Asallatik Thee Agee
.
,

overdrive. foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
7536374

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sicK
or elderly. Have
great references

Our most cornprehen
use polio pay S 1k.1
Skilled. Intermediate ot
Custokital Carr With
MedKark rica guide
lines for confthement,
Nursing Home lnsur
Anse is more important
than ever For fret info,
maim

INSTRUCTION

To

OffrYE
LEARN
TRACTOR-TRAILER
OM.
Al*
,•011,!Ott
146.,*V. A

r•

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

11,- AN.1.

ALLIANCE
—

Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
:‘ not borne, leave
—essage I
your cat

*trm

5leiNED IT FROM
YOUR SWEET

BA

EXPERIENCED mainte
nanoe man Full or part
bme Apply in person Holt
day Inn Murray

ICAROLYN'S
CORNER

NOTICE OF APPREN
TICESHIP OPPORTUN
( (Alembic Dolls.
ITY The Joint Apprentice
Giftware, Silk
ship and Training Commit
Flowers. Lamp
tee for the Electrical
Shades.
Industry will accept applica
The Qaly Flare in
bons for apprenbceship be
Town for Lip Lligggy
ginning March 11 1991
Used Flrrntture
through March 22 1991
from 800 am unbl 400
Next door It)
McDonald s
p m Monday through Fri
day at the IBEW Local
753-9234
816 Union Hall 4515
Clarks River Road Padu
cah Kentucky These ap
plications must be corn
pasted by April 22, 1991 to
be considered for this
years class
NEW in Hoplunselle The
All applicants must fully
Magnolia Home Provides
meet the following mini
home environment for
mum qualifications to qual
those needing limited as
sty for an interview
sistance and care This
1 AGE Most be at least 18
beautiful and spacious
years of age
home provides privacy as
High
2 EDUCATION
sistance and companion
school graduate with one
ship The Magnolia Home
years passing grades in
is not a nursing home yet
Algebra Transcript re
provides home care tor its
(lured DIRECTLY FROM
residents 502 885 6470
high school within 30 days
of applicabon
3 APTITUDE TEST
By GARY LARSON
S72R-77 taken at any State
Employment Office Test

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified
( lean soil yew' climeisi and It:J....men( ia lib a
izet rid of items
KTf-at
art- It
OU no longer 11•41. and make •'sirs niones

Call and place your ad today!
the

MURRAY
LEI)GER & TIMES
77,3 19I1S

ANC 7
0- I EVER 60T A
N.ALENTINE FROM
TkROUJ IT IN
ONE
TotE WASTEBASKET

YE NEVER
i4EARC OF A
g BABBOOETTE'

,larn mervout.

MORE Desert Storm and
USA Flag shirts also flag
patches available at Faye s
nest to Wal Mart

THE FAR SIDE
,QL) 6ET
\ALENTINE ?

BABYSITTER w, Kirksey EXPERIENCED grill cook
Need Apply in person Maiesbc
area for 2
ed
da
Royale Holiday Inn
In Murray
be loving
yo.
gen • and affectionate 'EXTRA INCOME '91'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
489 2895
mailing novelty gift items
DALKON Shield users For more information send
Need assistance/ Expo a stamped envelope to Inc
*need Dall on Shield Attor P0 Box 602139 North
ney Call Charles Johnson Miami FL 33261
toithee for tree cons ulta
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
Don 1 800 444 6648
INGS NEED a lob? A
GED/ Hope for the future/
DRIVERS OTR need ex
You may qualify if 'You do
perienced vanllat devers not have your GED or high
23 years of age 1 year school diploma 'You are
experience verifiable Mi between the ages of 16 &
leage pay plus benefits 21 We are an E 0 E This
Call 1 800 444 6648
protect is funded by the
EASY Worlil Excellent Pay' Western Kentucky Private
Read books at home Call Industry Council JTPA
1 900-847 7878 or Write Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
PASE 1870 161 Lincoln
way N Aurora IL 60542 8am 1130am

NURSING H(11,1E
INSURANCE

results will be reviewed by
the Committee
4 PHYSICAL CONDITION
All selected applicants will
be required to take a physi
cal examination A drug
screen test may also be
required as part of this
physical exam
Each applicant who meets
all basic requirements will
be interviewed by the Corn
mittee The interviewers
will consider reliability interest attitude pdgernent
cooperativeness as well as
other personal traits
All applicants will be re
coved without regard to
race color religion na
tional origin or sex
Each applicant must meet
all basic requirements to be
eligible for an interview Ap
prenbces will be selected in
order of their ranking result
.'ing from rating by
interviewers

YE IT TO 5C1403‘..

TOCAY APPARENTLY
50mEBO:',
‘ kfT o4IM
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Previous Puzzle
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'-iTTO! IA G.Oti,
TO GET A HA *BURGER ..
r
FRIED Co4ICKEN•••

t.)I

.„ Conc.if
2'; AA or se;
2 1 babyir,r.iar,
nett?
,
2. Poker stake,
lime: of

OR PIZZA...

r hemse
I 1ef
24 AV,
Oericies
26 Lingers
27 Playing card
28 Path
29 A41(11,,,,,i
31 CI
Art/G,.a

BLONDIE
.40.12 004-. Me
filaC

"AN

ns„.54 ',if

• .

r Or+ Tore

oPE

AC- Ot.

R • I :ID MI
.N
BARD
DIP
PERT
LITER
A.P
D.O.R'
U:S
P A.L
040 T
DO'

'7

le

E,Cia*

wES :
;4,
4 hcr.c ever
(
It r.../•
'
/

i

r •

40 Teutonic
leo?
Liquid
measure
42 Roman road
4T1 Spoliation
4‘.4 Mistakes
47 Tool, ones
part
48 College
officials

L Y

BED
COMET '
Al L
C 0.0.S.
A IL A•RIIIII
.1' P
F *0•AE
R:LIT +ME
P •A'L'A C.F
F.•
F L II L I N E
S'u N .
.'
.D

4 Near
5 Long
6 Speed
contests
7 Land
measure
8 (—ores water

DOWN
1 Breakfast
food
2 Encourage
3 Cr y of sheep
4

.

F

6

9

9 French
e
11
10 Enthusiasm
Rants
13 Carries
16 War god
19 ire
20 Bay window
22 Ventilated

10

12

13

if.

17

20

IP

19UUUU
21
22iiii
26

24

iii

25liii

28

17

ArseY ti

eprowr„

30

29

00541,
6 Atl OrWER
ANIAIAL A rah'
F.Pco/ TAE
L/M G/voi&7
40TEPfrial..

32
if

34
illUiii
31i
37

ii
ii
IIU
42

41

40

IiU•43

45

li47

4e

.

3Goes
32
1 F'rr or,
33 Floats in air
35 Famed
4381 Boundary
439Kiinnd
2 t(a
collar
Cover
of

Usia

OTR drivers 12 months
experience, 23 years of
age drug testing required
Hornady Truck Line
23 26csmile tarplvacabon
pay, safety bonus spouse
passenger program
1 800 648 9664
R N
MANAGEMENT
POSITION with well estab
lished Home Health
Agency in Paris area Good
Salary and Benefit Pack
age Days Car Allowance
Options for additional in
come available Contact
Ms
Warren
at
90 1 352 7 9 1 3
Or
1 800 628 0191

SEWER 8 Drain cleaners
needed Experience re
Call
quired

1 606 293 2700
SHEET metal apprentice
needed for local heating
and air firm 753 8181 for
more information

Behr's
Womens Apparel
Applications being
accepted for posiof assistant
tion
manager and sales
person Previous retail experience pre-..
ferred
Excellent
benefits, liberal disprogram_
count
Apply in person,
Central
Behr's,
Center.
Shopping
Murray between 10
a.m.-5 p rn
SUMMER Employment
Resident advisors to pro
vide residence hall supervi
sion for students, must be
21 years of age have 2
years college and expen
once in supervision of Stu
dents Computer teacher
and lab coordinator Tutors
for English. math, science.
and history All applicants
must have minimum GPA
of 30 Send letter of appli
cation, resume, and tan
script to Upward Bound
Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071 by
March 9, 1991 EOE MF
THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self motivated
person in Murray to deliver
one of our morning routes
Must have a reliable car
Must be able to come up
with a $400 cash bond If
interested call David Hus
sey at 1 800 866 2211
TRUCK driver trainees
Would you like a rewarding
job that otters great pay
with one of the fastest
growing trucking compa
noes in the country/ Poole
Truck Line part of the
largest truckload transpor
tenon group in America
can provide tie necessary
tractorrtrailer training at a
facility near you In lust 4
weeks, you can be ready for
your road test and eligible
for employment with Poole,
Classes start soon and tui
bon is low, with financial aid
available if you qualify Call
Poole
today
at
1 800 225 5000 est 414
Dept BC 1

TRUCKERS ICC Au
thority ($500) includes
I C C filing fees Have
earning potentials of $1 30
.mile N E T Consultants
Carthange TN (800)
365 5.308 Richard
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

Etusbosii
Opportunity
WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial home units
from $199 00 Lamps
lotions accessories
Monthly payments low as
$1800 Call today tree
color
catalog
1 800 228 6292
110
Instruction
BECOME a Veterinary
Assistant animal care spe
cialtst Home study Turn
your love of animals into an
exciting career Free fact
filled
literature
800 362 7070 Dept
CB71109

140

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece Of
collections Cali 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7$12 each We will
remove 527 2932
USED and antique turn,
ture glass tools quilts
901 642 6290

14cu ft refrigerator, 21ft
chest freezer, GE electric
range 19' portable TV 1
small rocker dining table
and 2 chairs bedroom
78 Olds Salon
suite
435 4153
FRIGIDAIRE frosttree re
trigerator excellent condi
lion $250 Gilson riding
lawn mower make offer
474 2327 after 4pm
GOLDbrown velvet couch
excellent condition upright
piano washer dryer heat
exchanger for wood burn
ing fireplace, 2 prom dres
ses 753 5447 after 5pm
GOLF cart Pargo $200 as
is satellite arid entire Sys
tern $750 Cockatiels
proven pair cage and nest
box $100 Other Cockabels
available Speaker boxes
for Mini Van or Blazer
759 1911 after 5 30
753 7810
KIRBY Vacuum repair,
bags belts and hoses New
and used vacuum cleaners
Jerry s Sporting Goods 6th
and Walnut Mayfield Dais
nights
247 4704
247 6663
MILLIONAIRES MIL•
LIONAIRES PANG BL RN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy
SUNTAN booth 753 3488
15C
Appliercos
KENMORE washer $160
753 9491
160

Home
Furnistinp
BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with mirror, night
stand and twin bed $225
PeactOgray/white twin
comforter with 2 peach bal
loon valance $40 full size
peach *Idler headboard
$40. girls 12in bike with
training wheels.$15 30sn
avocado electric stove,
good condition $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm
COUCH and char, gun ca
binet
office desk
753 9822
MATCHING couch ($40)
and chair ($30) or $60 for
set Call after 2pm
7513938
SOFA sleeper and chair,
753 8273 after 5pm
TWIN beds
Days
753 9479 evenings
759 1509
l's

OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condi
bon Call 1 800 443 7740

RED Belly Ford New tires
and paint overhaul on mo
tor Excellent condition
435 4263
srin

14

111•iii

ma.•a.m....maw aft MAN alto

31

25
2
3 TUrpit r of
regions
space
26 Recompense
28 Frowned
29 Aquatic
mammal
30 Crowns

NEED personal computer
owners to work at home
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call recorded message
1 615 664 1077

HOME and office cleaning
Dependable 8yrr expert
once References supplied
435 4146

44 G
aPet;e
ne
t k
ionietPtlearr
46 Note of scale

WILL help care for a lady
or husband and wile in My
home in Hazel Exper
winced and good refer
ences 492 8510
WILL babyrot in my home
753 9826

Sports
EgulPsesst
270 MODEL 700 Reming
ton BDL 4 16 Charles
Daily scope Tritronic
(electric) correctional col
tar 759 108S
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Mahon
Vented

office cleaning
le 8yrr avows
fences supplied

.usinose
portunity

tanning beds
at home units
19 00 Lamps
Rcc essor les
aymirts low as
:all today free
catalog
6292

A1A Firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered
492-8254
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753-9808 474 8086

mobile home
2 each We will
27 2932

antique turn,
S tools quilts
290

IrtIcle•
or Sale

itrigerator, 2111
zer. GE electric
portable TV 1
er dining table
lairs bedroom
I Olds Salon

1E frosttree re
excellent condi
Gilson riding
'or
make offer
after 4pm

Nn velvet couch
ondibon upright
sher,
dryer heat
for wood burn
x3 2 prom dres
447 after 5pm

Pargo $200 as
and entire sys
Cockatiels
r cage and nest
Dther Cockabels
Speaker boxes
Jan or Blazer
after 5 30

acuum repair,
and hoses New
acuum cleaners
irtng Goods 6th
t Mayfield DaYs
nights
)4

IAIRES MIL.
RES PANG ANDY IS BACK
RAY. Charlie's
rinacy

>ooth 753-3488

planate
washer $160

Horne
mistinge

M furniture 1
ith mirror, night
twin bed $225
ay/white twin
with 2 peach bat
ce $40 full size
;lier headboard
12in bike with
eeels.$15 305n
electric stove
ndition $75
after 5 30pm

'id chair gun caiffice desk

G couch ($40)
($30) or $60 for
I after 2pm

eper and chair,
after 5pm
sods
Days
9. evenings

Inflates

IENTAL RUGS
ly size or condi.
1 800 4,
137740

Finn
4uipeasel
Ford New tires
overhaul on mo
tlent condition

Sports
WIPown

EL

700 Reining
4 16 Charles
op* Tritronic
correctional col

2BR duplex Westwood Dr
Dishwasher central H/A.
washer/dryer hookup Redecorated Yard mowing
provided $350 759 4979
753 8859

WOOD for sale 753 9745
759 9739

2BR duplex 2 baths with
utility room Appliances
furnished with microwave
1008 A Northwood Dr No
pets Available March 1
Deposit required $450/mo
753 2905
DUPLEX apartment in
quiet residential area near
University 2br. appliances
S275imo Call 753 8096 or
753 2633

270
Mobile
Homes For Sat.

Musical
PUNCH 75
759 4876

amp $150

14470 3 BEDROOM, 1
bath, mobile home Gas
heat, central air, storm win
dows. curtains refrigerator,
dishwasher, garbage disposal Underpinning, ser
vice pole, axles Excellent
condition 753-0023

2BR water and appliances
furnished 753 0087 after
59rn
3BR family room Irving and
dining room Central HiA,
stove and refrigerator No
pets 492 8634

2461

A BRAND new brick du
plea 2br, a/c, gas heat all
appliances No pets
$475/mo 753 7688 or
759 4703 nights

Allseolsneous
4'x8 UTILITY trailer $150
759 9593

by the piece Of
Call 753 9433

SHARP copiers Author
ized deafer for S8iEMS ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

WANT a faster refund7
Why pay more for oleo
Ironic filing-) Our prices
A FIREWOOD for sale
start at $2000' Call Hodge
437 4667
Noel and Associates the
FIREWOOD for sale Also income tax professionals at
tree service 436 2562, 753 6069 or 759 1425
436 2758

itruction

Want
lo Buy

Apartments
For Rant

Firewood

220

a Veterinary
nimal care spa
ne study Turn
I animals into an
roe, Free fact
literature
7070 Dept

S10
Business
Services

FABRIC BARGAINS (,i9
sale! 99t sale! 990 sale!
Country Remnants Hwy
613/641 DraffenYille, Ky
(nest to lionanie, Marshall
Countv) I Oam 5Pm. '
54un Sat.
GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking views of
mountains ski slopes Fireplace,balcony kitchen Indoor pool lacuzzis Honeymoon specials' Free brochure 1 800 242 4853,
(205) 988 5139
LOG home dealership Top
log homes manufacturer
seeks dealer Protected
territory high earning po
tential, full training and
leads provided Need not
interfere *eth present em
ployment Models starting
at $9690 1 800 678 1424
Brer!wood Log Homes
427 River Rock ES:vd , Mur
treesboro TN 37129

MOBILE home repos Sin
gles and doubles Financ
ing available Clean late
model homes Green Tree
Acceptance 606 223 1010
Of 1 800-221 8204
MUST sell 1985 14x70
mobile home on rented lot
in Coach Estates 3br,
1 bath unfurnished except stove and refrigerator,
well kept $10,200 or best
offer 759 1552
2110

2BR trailer rent $200/mo
also small cottage
$100/mo 436-5005
FURNISHED New Con
cord $85mo 436 2427

SMALL 2br furnished
apartment $190/mo Also
efficiency $145 mo Water
paid No pets 753-5980

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 8 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502 437 4113 EHO

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

340
Houses
For Rent

Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
S160 00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

2BR older home on 280E
Propane heat city water
$195/mo plus deposit
436 2759

complex
OFFICE
1600sq ft Central heat/air,
ample parking, security
system $550 per me Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 or 753-3372
RETAIL space for rent next
to the Gold Gallery in Ben
ton Call Tom 527-3372
TWO office suite
Maple 7538964

500

WOODEN storage build
320
irugs 8x16 starts at $1095.
10516 $142450 12524'
AZrtn,
I
$2395, Other sizes avail
able Acre° Portable Build 1 BEDROOM duplex Prowigs 502 247 7831
fessionally decorated Car
pet, ceiling fans, water turn
stied No pets $230/me
753 8848 before Etpm
1BR tower apartment
$150/mo 753 8848

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in
vestigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal •Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs our specialty Call
Confidential InvesUgatons.
(502)753-2641

1BR upstairs apartment,
stove and refrigerator furnished 753-6148 after
5 30pm

3BR, garage with opener,
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, disposal Electric
heat air $400mo plus deposit 7e3-0038
4 BEDROOM 2 bath with
basement Days 753 9479
evenings 759 1509
5BR 1 full bath 2 '6 baths
Gas heat, gas water heater
$375/mo plus deposit
753-9826
NEWLY remodeled large
2br house Central gas
heat, central air Ap
phances, floored upstairs
Good location Coleman
RE 753-9898
tin
Livestock
8 Supplies
8mo OLD filly, part Ten
nessee Walker 759-4947
WOULD like to rent fenced
pastureland for catves or
cattle Also have goats for
sale 753-9918 after 5pm.
753 6475 before 5pm

380
Pau
Si.4:91ias

28R apartment in Northwood $260/me 753-3964.

2 4 COLLIE puppies to
give away 753-8974
AKC puppies various
breeds Stith tzu Lasha's,
Poodles many more
615 746 5355

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no l‘p.a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few ipont.hly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.-53
80 - 52:73

3BR 14 bath. 2 blocks from
University Stove and refrigerator furnished
$300/mo plus deposit
753-4845 Mon Fri,
8am 4 30pm

2BR house or 2br apartment near downtown
753-4109

BURIAL INSURANCE

age
age
age
age
age

FURNISHED 2br apart
ment with carport central
WA 753 6609

NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753 3530

TIME share units and
310
campground memberWent
ships Cheap' Worldwide
To Rent
selections Vacation Net
work U S and Canada
1 800 736 8250/305 771 WANTED to rent private
6296 Free rental informa- trailer lot 753-9962 after
2pm
tion 305 771 6331

BUSINESS card special
1 000 one color ink busi
ness cards only $20, two
color only $24 JHC Aclver
tising 8 Supply, call
759 1602

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central HA. appliances
furnished Very clean Col
eman RE 753 9898

NEW 2br duplex Ap
phances energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457

Mobile
Homes For Rent

POST frame buildings
30540 x9 erected $5,195
plus freight Other sizes
available Blitz Builders
1 800 628 1324
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray Dixieland
Shopping Center Our tine
merchandise is also available at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
bons otter silver dollars and
proof sets a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through Janu
ary 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
753 4161

CONDOMINIUM Ground
floor unit with garage low
utilities wheelchair acces
sible 753 3293

AKC registered Siberian
Husky puppies Blue eyes,
recewhite and black/White
male and female Call
492 8561
HAVE an obedient, well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858
REMODELED 8 new
hours Pegs Dog Groom
ing 753-2915

FEMALE

age
age
age
age
age

Premiums guaranteed

40
50
60
70
-80

NOT

-

$7,73
9.85
13.33
21.45
40.73

to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say.

Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. KY
"Our 29th year of service"

Dei

s

Services
Offered
1100sq ft 3br, 1 bath Gar
age 2 blocks from univer
say Mid $40s 753 1404
7536128

1979 FORD LTD, new tires
new muffler system pYr
air local car $800
753-2486 after 5pm

3 BEDROOM 24 bath In
level den new carpet gar
age privacy fence Owner
wants otters Coleman RE
753 9898

1979 OLDSMOBILE Cut
lass Brougham PV white
letter tires $1900 Call
753 7146 leave message

1980 CHEVROLET Ca
38R 1 bath in city Fenced price Yellow, dean well
backyard Low utilities and maintained all power
priced in $30s Call $2000 firm 759 1337
753 4801
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
HOMESELLERS
CHEVROLET
1991 Silvered° Pickup,
REALTY
loaded 8109474 0305.91mo •
753-0375
Call Gene at 753.2617
190 I s. 12th St.
•Pius Tax, Title II License
121111 ST COMMERCIAL
48 Mo Closed End lease
'real opportunity for
apanding business Corner 0
12th AL Sh41 pt. la hest aft'd
1983 TOYOTA Supra ex
79 000 Make offer 7510175
cellent condition Blue
tinted windows Toyota
MEAT 110ME ,GREA-1
t ix' 71.. louvers American racing
LOCATION!!
aluminum wheels leather
rack rani h in hest area
reduced to S1i7.5011 (Kane
interior, Kenwood stereo
relocating 144 Oakdale IN
every option 99.000 miles
751 S,715 or 161 0176
asking $5,200 00 Phone
2107 WC/OW:ATI; Mt Frankfort 502 227 8015
1.xei.inive home Qualits
lealures, great decor 1 hd 2 S 1984 ESCORT wagon
garage Reduced To Black/silver, loaded 46000
(A 000
759-,i591
actual miles new tiros/
brakes Make good work or
car $2650
The New Revolution family
753 7275

In Real Estate

3BR 2 bath brick in city with
new carpet pant and wall
paper Fireplace with in
sari 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,500 759 1233
brick ranch
BY Owner
house near hospital Two
large bedrooms den with
fireplace Large living
room/dining area Efficient
kitchen new range bay
eating area Remodeled
bath pedestal sink Utility
room one car garage pa
tio, central gas heat and
private backyard 753 3713
for appointment
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753 3293
CUSTOM built beck 2br
home with full basement
Low maintenance, easy to
keep Attached carport plus
detached garage/shop
City water, city sewer, large
lot $35,000 Sound good"
It isl Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222
EXTREMELY well kept
waterfront home in Ke
ruana 3 bdrs, 2 baths fireplace and greenhouse are
Just some of the nice lea
tures $60's MLS 12512
Contact Kopperud Realty.
753 1222
2br
LOW Maintenance
house with carport near
university 753 3293
NICE 3br cabin on lake big
lot A bargain at $29,900
Call 753-9586 before 5pm
753 0292 after 5pm
STARTER home 2br brick
next to east elementary
$30,000 with owner financing at 11% with $300/month
payments 100/, down
753 8848 before 8pm
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath.
covered deck 354 6006

4Ari
Auto
Services
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSt
dorms
MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753-6374
NEW and used fires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S

753-5500
Auto
Parts
302 FORD motor and
transmission 753-3254

Usod
Cars
1978 FORD LTD 4 door
cold AC good tires runs
and drives good Nice inter
ion WO 498-8993

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753 1222 toll fr••
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L
SELL your real estate at
auction tie easy way Con
tact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wil
son 753 3263

1979 CUTLASS Supreme
Auto power new rear
brakes chrome rims. 260
V8 runs good $600 OBO
759 4978

Real
Estate

NP5,

:4*

1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
Blue/blue interior 61xxx
miles electric sunroof phiv
auto ANUFM cassette ste
reo with equalizer
$10,000 753 2068
1987 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royale Broughm Excel
lent condition, loaded with
equipment 85.000 plus
miles $6750 Call after
3pm, 753 5211

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
1487
'90 Toyota Tercel
90 ID1f013 C4'0112
'11,987
190 Toyota Camry
19 Pont. Gred PrOt LE '8,987
19 Honda Prelude SI 1917
1,987
11 Toyota Carrry,
19 Toyota Celia GT..... 11,487
19

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Wesbnghouse
Whirlpool 30 years'expen
once Bobby Hopper
436 5848

MAGS Errand SONIC.° of
fors housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
mg needs etc 753-9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

1988 NISSAN Sentra 4
door, white PS/PB air
AtikFM stereo 753 5216

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8.561

77 FORD LTD $100 down
77 Cadillac $150 down 66
Ford pickup $100 down 81
Chevy Citation $150 down
86 Escort $400 down
492 8884

Vote

BUILDER new homes
garages additions remod
riling framing decks pa
Dos, solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

1978 CHEVROLET van
camper special V 8 auto
mabc with A/C Body has
rust $650 Days only
lam 4pm 753 8533

CHUM (him Chimney
Sweeps has 10% St71/0/ citi
in discounts We sell chim
ney caps And screens
435 4191

1989 ASTRO Van red
sharp and cheap, 42xxx
1988 150 Ford custom van
like new, 24xxx Save hun
dreds 753-0603

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry electric and
plumbing also appliance
repair Including refngera
bon and A/C 753-0318

495

1973 INTERNATIONAL
Scout 4WD 6 cylinder
auto lock out hubs, runs starts good body rough
dana 44 axles $250 as is or
parts 492-8698 after 6pm
1977 GMC pickup truck
high mileage runs good
$800 Also 140yd of used
carpet and pad 489-2117
1978 7, ton CHEVROLET
truck Air, psipb 753-4803
1978 CJ5 Jeep rag top
Mudders 6 cylinder, trader
hitch $1600 395-3508 or
527 2821

Buici Pat
'98 Toyota Cressida,.......13,487
'9,487
11 Chevy Cr3ro
1,987
18 Toyota Cry
11 Pont Bonne, LE
5,487
17 Chevy Crice
17 Toyota
16 Chry, 5th Am
16 Chevy
16 Horda Accord DX 1987
16 Pt. Surbid
1,987
16 Tot Corolla
'95 Peugeot 505 S1I 1,487
'95 Oids Cr
14 Butci Cent. USA 1,487
'94 Olds Delta
34 Toyota
1,917
11 Toyota Corolla
71 Dun
77 Dun
77 Ford LTD
71 Dodge
TRUCKS
89 Toyota 1•Cab 44..210,417
19 Ford Ringo L.1_1,787
19 Cheri
19 Toriot Pt
18 Chevy Fieetside, 1987
18 Toyota Runner... 11.487
18 Plrouth Voyager 10,417
17 Will
17 Toyota 1 Tr__ '6,987
16 Isuzu Pup
16 Ford F150 ILT 414 1,487
10 Toyota Pick;
10 Ford Custom 1'1 '1,981
79 Feld F•100......_1,487
79
Aubrey Hatcher
But Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
SIS S
5r

Phone
753-4961

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete SONICM on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

1984 NISSAN pickup AV
FM, A/C, excellent condi
lion
High mileage
7536125

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree wor
436 2642

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair
Buy-Sell or Trade
Consignment Sales
Used Boats, Motors,
Trailers, Salvage Parts
Service Work
Guaranteed
1 mile from Murray
on 94 E

502-753-0079
EBBTIDE 1511 runabout
with 100hp Evinrude and
trailer $1500 436 2528

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
QUALITY sewing and alter
aborts Reasonable prices
References For more in
formation 753 5980 days
753 5467 nights
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

STEWART'S Hauling
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436 5236
SUREWAY Tree & Stumo
Removal Insured with full'
line of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
pebbve cost Free est,
mates without obligation
Day or nite 753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Mar.
tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical
Sewer 1210/1212 Max,
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

LINDA'S Cleaning Service
would like to clean more
offices Currently serving
the Murray area 436 2270

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repa,rs
$35 all brands 3rd Strew
Almo Open 9 12 '
Mon Fri 753 0530

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABiNi 75
CUSTOM W000WOPK146
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

S

•,irt by & •

IN2-...mig•lell."-- •
(
91L.

ram"-

(AUCTION)

FENCE sales at Sears
now Gail Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1986 GMC 3.3 crew cab
pickup 350 auto air 3/4
ton tradenng special Excel
lent condition many extras
Frankfort, Ky $6 500 00
502 875 1713 leave
message

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel sand dirt drive
way rock 753 4545
753 6763 759 1823

EXPERIENCED bookk
eeper now accepting new
clients 759-4173

1981 JEEP CJ 5 36x5 Ores
eight inch fife, four KC Day
lighter nerf bar three tube
chrome bumper, chrome
dash looks like new Ask
ing $2,800 00 or best offer
Call after 4pm (502)
875 2624 Located in
Frankfort

1982 36 GIBSON house
boat loaded 753 8738

49100

1979 CADILLAC Fleet
wood Limo mint condition
28 inches of stretch new
501 commercial service
motor new 400 turbo tiNns
mission wet bar Will sacri
hoe at $5 500 00 or best
offer need to sell immedi
ably Will trade for 67 68
69 Camaro of equal value
Call Frankfort (502/
227 8015 after 6pm

430

1987 GRAN Am LE 2 door,
black psipb Olt air, stereo
cassette 759 4831

1988 HYUNDAI Excel GL
5 speed 4 door, red sun
roof air, AM/FM tape
Great gas mileage $3400
753 8642

FULL electrical services
Installation repair
Residential commercial
753 7724

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
lions Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267
HAULING yard work tree
removal. mowing Free es
bmates 759 16/33
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery, Murray 436-5560

The Annual Gigantic Consignment

JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY

* AUCTION *
SATURDAY. MARCH 9. 1991
9:00 A M — REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY!!
i CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS 1
(THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY
*

YEAR AFTER YEAR... *
SUCCESS AFTER SUCCESS

If You Have Machinery To Consign
Contact JAMES R CASH To Be Included
In Our Nationwide Advertising Program Or
Just Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds
Thursday Or Friday Prior To The Sale
There Will Be Buyers For All Machinery"
If You Are In Need Of Some Good Machinery .
* * DON T FORGET THIS AUCTION', * *
There Are Already Farm 8 Const Machinery
Sell Outs Consigned To This Auction"
!Ii.
MR. FARMER
I
DON'T FOOL YOUR EQUIPMENT AWAY ,'
THE BIG SALE WILL BE AT THE FAIRGROUNDS I ---I

SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1991
EVERY YEAR IS BETTER fa BETTER

JAMES R. CASH

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient service 759 1835

^.% AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
(502) 623-8466 or (502)623-6388 !il
FAX 1(502( 623-8885

Real Estate Auction I

530
Services
Offered

Roy Hill
Backhoe Sers ice

Sat.,Feb. 16, 1991 at 10 a.m. at 301North 8th St.,
Murray, Ky.
3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, full basement and upstairs that can be
made into an apartment, gas heat, cablevision.
Manuel Manners - Owner
down
day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing
Terms: 20%
of deed.

Wilson Real Estate - Wayne Wilson Broker
302 So. 12th St. • Murray, Ky. • 753-3263
Junior Thorn,
Opereepr
10 Fears Experirecy
Specialiring in Styli(
Links, Sturm. Foundations. !tannin!. elc.

(502) 759-4664
A B Masonary brick block
and stone Wil do any type
of large or small lobs Guar
antee quality work
489-2982 anytime
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANY remodeling building,
panting 8 roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work arid parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753-2455
WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4169

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Feb. 16th, 1991 - 10 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Etherton
estate at 811 So. 9th St., Murray, Ky.
Color TV - nice couch & chair - odd chairs - recliner - coffee & end tables lamp tables - floor lamps - table lamps - picture & frames - magazine rack knee hole desk - nice china cabinet - nice walnut dresser - marble & burl in
lay - super nice square oak table with camel feet & round pedestal with 4
chairs, This is a beautiful table with 3 leaves - large lot of what-not items nice king-size bed - 3 piece bedroom suit - small maple chair - old quilts blankets - bedspreads - linens - luggage - card table & chairs - costume
jewelry - vacuum cleaner - William Rogers silver plate - old stone chum moon glass or opelance pieces - other good pieces of old glass & china dinnerware - set of old flatwear - cast iron ware - pots & pans- small kitchen
appliances - nice Score Master model 511 22 rifle - hand and yard tools some. nice, clean ladies clothes - nice fur coat - many other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For more information and your auction needs, phone 435-4144

1)an Litc„„A
Miller - Auctioneer
#1281

.1%
Bonded in Kl
- Terr, Paschall. Auctioneers
"1/1 Settler' Dockn't fact. It Pap"
i.tate atm tiiin.
i‘atch ne51 55eek's p.iiiir fist 111.- I.iti h. M.I .

Darrell Beane
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Miss Lou Rachel Lofton
Miss Lou Rachel Lofton, 84, of
825 Hurt Dr., Murray, died Wednesday at 10:18 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Born Oct. 16, 1906, in Trigg
lJunty, she was the daughter of
the late Bob Lofton and Ocie
O'Bryan Lofton.
She also was preceded in death
by two brothers, Reed Lofton and
l'hoinas Lofton.
Miss Lofton is survived by five
sisters. Mrs. Mae Higgins. Cadiz.

Mrs. Mathel Turner, Murray, Mrs.
Inez Thompson and Mrs. Olene
,Cothran, Rt. 3, Murray, and Mrs.
Dallie Mitchuson, Rt. 1, Hardin:
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray.
Burial will follow in Matheny
Cemetery in Land Between the
Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 1 p.m Friday

Paul Judson Kingins
Paul Judson Kingins, 92, former
resident of Murray, died Wednesday at 25 a.m. at Covington Consalesk.ont Center, Hopkinsville
fie was a member of First United
M&k.xlist Church, Murray. where
he -,1d 37 years of perfect attenin Sunday School He also
v,as a member of Lineport Lodge
Ni ?.(17 Free and Accepted Masons
at Bumph's Mills, Tenn.
Born June 2, 1898, in Stewart
-Tenn., he was the son of
late Andrew J. Kingins and
Sainarveha Glasgow Kingins
His wife, Mrs Dorothy Carr
Kingins. three sisters, Ruth King ins Kali Kingins and Edna Hale,
,- nd one brother. Marvin Kingins
him in death.

Mr. Kingins is survived by one
daughter. Mrs Patsy K. Myers and
husband, Hurchel, and one granddaughter, Mrs Susanne Roberts
and husband. Chad. all of Hopkinsvine, one sister, Mrs. Katie Hancock and husband. (lemon. Russellville. one brother, J.C. (Buster)
Kingins. Bumphis Mills. Tenn
The funeral will be Friday at II
a.m. in the chapel of Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home. The Res
A Nowell Bingham will officiate
Burial will follow in East End
Cemetery at Cadiz.
Masonic rues will he at 7 p rn
tonight (Thursday i at the funeral
home where friends may call after
4 p m. today . 1bersday)

Galen Miller Thurman Jr.
Scifices for Galen Miller Thnrmar Jr will he Friday at 2 p.m. in
.napel of J.H. Churchill Funer
H.)rne. The Rev. Dennis Norden
svnl officiate. Music will be bs
Sirs. Margie Shown, soloist. and
Jones. organist.
FO:rial will follow in Murray
Cemetery...
• n..'ids may call at the funeral
from 5 to 9 p.m today
no:ay
tarnily requests that express
o sympathy take the form of
1,..)ns to March of Dimes. 4802
sl nom Lane No 103, Louisville.
n, 40207. An Mrs Amy
Jr , 64. Rt. 6. %toln.d Wednesday at 8.45 a rn
• St_oray-Calloway County
Af • rhurrnatt

-

•• survived by his wife Mrs
sn.Neely Thurman. two
:LT's. Mrs. Gail Hendon and

husband. Freddy. and Ms Anne
Thurman. Murray; two sons. Tripp
Thurman and wife. Sandra. and
Bob Thurman and wife, Teresa.
Murray. his mother. Mrs Agnes
Thurman, Murray'. two stepdaughters, Mrs Rancla Miller and husband. Tony. and Mrs LeAnna
Jones and husband. Shawn.
Murray
Also surviving are two sisters.
Mrs. Bess Kerlick and husband.
Louis. and Mrs. Florence Fridy and
husband, Joe. Murray, two
brothers. Billy P Thurman and
wife, Lanette. and Joe T Thurman
and wife. Nancy. Murray. five
grandchildren, Ed T Hendon.
Doug P. Hendon. Lisa Thurman
and Samantha Thurman. all of
Murray, anti Matthew Thurman.
Poplar Bluff. Mo . two stepeand
cnnnren. Amber Jones and Haley
ki er mjrra!
, wseral nieces and
nen ne s

Mrs. Alice F. Turner
• -e rites for Mrs Alice F
• are today at 2 p.m.in the
of Story and Orr Funeral
Arlington The Res B 1
officiating
•
will follow in Berkley
- nen"- there
Mrs I Irner. 47 Clinton died
‘'.dP
! at 10-30 p tr. at Lourdes
-;:rnil Paducah.
novors are three daughters
no-bara Mach. Mayfield, Mrs
Jones. Covington Tenn

and Frances Marie 'lumen Clinton.
three sons. Lowell Turner. Mayfield. Terry Turner. Murray. and
Kenny Turner. Clinton
grandchildren.
Also surviving are her lather.
Edgar Hat Icy. LaCenter. her
.77-.o.2-er. Mrs. !net Layon, Clinton
two sisters, Mrs Barbara Per7.',
Aningtor. and Mrs Yvonne FDenser, Colo . two brothers. 1
Vtrc Haney. Cunningham, and
Jevse:l fl-nras Halley. 'fampa. fT,

Students ask for action
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.. AP,
Dozens of black students black
students confronted Western Kentucky University President Thomas
Meredith at his office to demand
action on issues they said had been
ignored for two years_
Inc points ranged from minority
scholarships to recruitment of
rninori!y students and faculty: said
organner Shannon Floyd, a senior
fron7
Phyll,s Johnson. a senior from,
Hendersnn, said "We have no
quarrel with Dr. Meredith having
an open door_ He does listen. The
problem is. listening and doing
something are two different
things •
But Meredith said Wednesday
that he had been addressing their
concerns, and said students needed
to "look at the positive things that
have happened.''
Floyd said that she. Johnson and
seven others had made a Wednesday afternoon appointment with
Meredith but the students decided
to see him en masse to give more
w-ght to their comments.
An hour before the appointment.
the group held an organization
ifleeting. They were Joined by

Sa.ninra Andry. an asociate
sir if gosernment. arid the Res
Elliotte Joyner. president of the
1.1*.s :!•;g Green chapter . of the
Nanonal Association for the
.Advancernent of Colored People
The 1cmands presented to Mere
nit urged me university to.
AlI a specific amount nf
money fir minority scholarshn•s
- G;ve Western's office o'
Black Snotent Recruitment a ke?
role in awarding these scholarships
--Increase the number of black
faculty and staff members Currently only 13 of the 600 faculty men,
bets are black. the students said
During their march to Meredith's
office, the students chanted -A
people united cannot be defeated.'
Later they packed the lobby nutside
Meredith's office, where he giet .
the group with a smile and sp,n
the next couple of hoar\ on, • ,
with them
He said he vvond need
research whether Western, had any
scholarships specifically for minorities and how they were handled.
But hc did say that tinnk students
received 5 9 percent of the 1.642
scholarships .given this year at
Western.

INSURANCE
Lou It . McGary
Does Your Policy

Pay

Desert Storm Support
Group is forming here

Golden 100

OBITUARIES
Eurie
Theron Colson
Services for Eune Theron Coi
son will be Friday at 2 p m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. David Cunningham and the Rev. Richard West
will officiate. Burial will follow in
Elm Grove ('emetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p m today
(Thursday).
Mr Colson, 75. Ri 3, Murray,
died Wednesday at 4:45 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by six daughters,
Mrs Bcuy Underhill and husband.
James, Ms. Patsy Runyon. and Mrs
Maxine Woods and husband, Paul,
all of Rt 3, Murray, Mrs. Edna
Underhill and husband, Delbert, Rt.
4. Murray, Mrs. Wanda Craig and
husband. Noble, Rt. 2. Buchanan,
Tenn , and Mrs. Maddie Tynes and
husband, Tommy. Rt. 8. Murray
one son. Harold Colson and wife,
Janette. Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.
Also surviving are II grandchildren. Tony Underhill, Terry Underhill, Timmy Underhill. Rebekah
Osborne, Tresa James, James Ray
Craig. Amy Runyon, Chris
Runyon. Woody Woods, Duste
Tynes and Fury Tynes; four greatgrandchildren, three stepgreat•
grandchildren

Hurley
Bondurant
The funeral for Hurley Bondurant was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. Dr. Kenneth Brown
and the Rev. Cloys Bruce
officiated.
Pallbearers were Jerry Bell, Toad
Brien. Fred Rose,
Usrey. Forest Cole and Leroy Embry. Burial
was in Benton Cemetery
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to First Missionary Baptist Church. Benton. or to a favorite
chanty.
Mr. Bondurant. 98, Benton. died
Tuesday. at 9.55 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home. Murray.
He is survived by his brother.
Charles 0. Bondurant, Murray:
three nieces. Mrs. Betty Charles
Bonderant Brown, Columbus.
Ohio Mrs Jean Smith Downs. Ind Mg. La.. and Mrs. Janet Smith Po'..
Paducah., five nephews, Dr. James
H Bondurant and William K
Smith. Los Angeles. Calif, John
Tyree 'Bondurant. Louisvile. David
M. Bondurant. Lexington. aria Ger-.
aid K Smith. Niceville, Fla

McCracken Co.
officials trying
to lure Bethel
College to area
Betnci College. a four-year, private college in McKenzie, Tenn., is
being courted by Paducah. and
McCracken County officials for a
:, ssihle relocation there, according
a published report
A delegation of business, educanon and goverment officials
including Paducah Mayor Gerry
Montgomery' and Judge-Executise
Gary Hovekamp, will meet with
me Bethel College Board of Trus'.ees m McKenzie.
tiosekamp said in the report that
each member of the delegation will
present a different aspect of the
McCracken County area during the
meeting
The meeting was set up after
members of the local Cumberland
Presbyterian Church asked officials
to look into a possible move by the
college, Hovekamp said in the
report.

Suelene Chu of Murray High
School has been selected by Murray State University for participation in the Golden 100 program. Suelene is the daughter of
Mr. and ‘lrs. George Chu. This
program brings together 100 of
the most outstanding high school
juniors from across Kentucky.
Selection for this program is
based on excellence of academic
and extracurricular record, kadership, service to community and
original essay. Suelene has not
only excelled in the classroom,
but has made an outstanding
contribution to the academic
team, biology team, math team
and speech tram.
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Competition Saturday

1-800-432-9346

identity number. The team with the
fastest time wins. As each team
begins a run, there must be 30 head
of cattle in the arena. All contestants must wear a western hat and
long-sleeved shirt with the cuffs
down and buttoned.

A Team Penning competition, an
all-new quarter horse event saneboned to be in American Quarter
Horse Association events this year,
is scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 16,
7 p.m. at Murray State University's
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Sponsored by the Murray State
Horseman's Club, the rules for the
event indicate that within a twominute time limit, a team must cut
out from the herd and pen three
head of cattle with the a,sigred

Admission is $2 for children and
students and $3 for adults. The
winning team will receive $200
and the jackpot. Proceeds will benefit the Murray State Horseman's
Club.

Bakker lawyers file motion
Judge Richard Voorhees to resenince Bakker.
No date was set for the resen
tencing hearing.

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
Lawyers for Jim Bakker filed a
motion Wednesday asking that the
Fn.. founder be freed from prison
until he receives a new sentence in
place of the 45-year term thrown
out by an appeals court
The request came a day after the
sentence was dissoived, although
the federal appeals court upheld
Bakker's conviction for bilking followers who bought space at a
South Carolina vacation park and
retreat.
Also Wednesday, U.S. District
Judge Graham Mullen, who was
appointed to the bench in October,
was selected by Chief U.S. District
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41; Seven Seas
Hwy. 641 N

Murray

Mon.-Wed. Specials
Whitefish Fillet
Chopped Steak
Grilled Chicken

$3.79
$3.79
$3.79

With slaw, rolls or hushpuppies
choice of potato

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
OPENING AGAIN SOON

BARGAIN BASEMENT
-Men's
•Ladies
.Boys Prep

OPEN THURSDAY $
$
FEB. 14TH

CORN-AUSTIN®
Court Square

753-2472

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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SPECIAL NEEDS
A IX)PTION PROGRAM

sharing support for the families of
service personnel can contact Burris
at 753-9356 during the day, or at
7534655 evenings or weekends.
Military dependents needing assistance can call NeedLine at 753-6333,
or the American Red Cross at 7531421 or 753-1799.
The Desert Storm Support Group
reminds the public to "write, write,
write," to military personnel in the
Gulf. School groups are encouraged
to participate in the "Adopt a Soldier"
program. Names and addresses are
available through Desert Storm Support Group. Any interested panics
should call 751-9156.

A group designed to help Murray
and Calloway County citizens who
are affected by the war in the Middle
East is forming in Murray.
The "Desert Storm Support Group"
plans to have regular meetings each
Monday at 7 p.m. According to
organizer Doris Burris, the group will
he meeting at the Apple Tree School
on Stadium View Drive next to Fern
Terrace. "But we will schedule other
meetings if they are needed," said
Burris.
Particpation is not restricted to
those with family members serving in
the Gulf. Anyone interested in helping, getting more information, or in
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KENTUCKY CASSIET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

Model TBX 181P
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.1 4 4u. ft. freezei.
F.quipped for optional icemaker.
.Adjustable glass shelves.
2 vegetable/fruit pans; one sealed.
hiergs Saser- Switch helps cut operating ost.
Drep door holds 6-packs. has
"Snugger- to keep small items
from tipping oser.
• 1 extured steel doors. v.oit.I shos
fingerprints.
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MEDICARE St,11)1,E1EN
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay
562g on Pan A. SIO0 on part B Call me for more information
ai.lit?i
IN CLAIN. HUNG POO MY MENU
8 a.m.-8 p.m.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric. Jenn Air 8 RCA Appliance
Dealer In Murray
753-1586
212 E. Main St.

753-7890
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